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Abstract
Virtual machines (VMs) have evolved from just being able extend desktop
and server management to being used as security systems to help identify malware
and other security platform detection systems. With the rapidly expanding usage of
mobile devices, VMs are now commonly being used as emulators for scanning and
detecting malware intrusion that are embedded in mobile applications.

This is

largely due to the constrained resources in mobile devices such as processing power,
memory etc., that prohibit high end malware scanners to be executed in mobile
devices. However, scanning and detecting malware processes using VMs may cause
serious security threats to the end users when malware can detect its current
running environment, it may change its behavior in such a way that it doesn’t
perform malicious operations if it detected that it is running on VM environment as
an emulator.
In this dissertation, a proposal for network timestamping could be used as
a potential tool to remotely detect operating environment changes that manipulate
system processes and files to minimize the impact and reduce the security threats.
This research shows that operating environment could be remotely detected by
using IP timestamping information in network packets. The proposed method and
process is to utilize successive timestamps to track how many times identical
timestamps are stamped between the packets. There are differences between the
numbers of successive identical timestamps replied from the VM environment and
that of the real machine environment.
This research has differentiated and detected the target operating
environment using the proposed method. A countermeasure technique to disguise
IP timestamps characteristic from real machine such that it shows similar IP
timestamp patterns as the VMs is proposed. By using this technique, malware may
not be able to differentiate between a real machine and VMs. In the case of mobile
devices, meanwhile the identical timestamps are frequently stamped for Android
installed on VM environment; identical timestamps are never stamped for Android
on real mobile device environment.
One potential usage of the method is by implementing it into video
streaming application that hide the actual purpose of the application in detecting

target machine operating environment using the method. For future work, more
characteristic patterns need to be obtained and be used in proposing more
comprehensive mitigation. The remote detection method and relationship with
malware behavior could be implied in bigger framework during security policy
implementation to avoid cyber security attack by taking consideration of malware
behavior could be change based on the detection of the operating environment.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
This chapter briefly introduces the background, the objectives, significance of this
research and the summaries of each chapter of the dissertation.

1.1.

Background
Computing technology is continually enhancing nearly all aspects of how

businesses are done and the personal life of humans. It becomes an extension of the
individual, making environment smarter, contextually aware, and better connected.
Devices are also becoming smarter and more connected, and businesses are building
deeper real-time connections with their suppliers, partners, governments and
customers. This enables the collection and selectively sharing vast amounts of data.
Device will continue to grow in volume and variety. Forecast for connected devices
by 2020 are 200 billion and climbing [1]. Data sharing also made easier with cloud
computing.
Cloud computing has become the new paradigm in networked computing and
it has been identified as the utility after electricity, water, gas and telephone [2].
Cloud computing is a computing technique which provides the options for sharing
and renting of storage infrastructure, computing services, software, applications
customization and many more from remote platforms [3]. It offers organizations,
governments and individuals with a cost-effective utility by delivering software and
services over the Internet [4]. The basic principal behind resource sharing and
delivering scalable services in cloud computing is virtualization [5]. Thus, making
virtualization as one of the important pillars for cloud computing. Virtualization
technologies allow multiple operating systems and applications run on the same
machine that resulted on effective time and low cost for deployment.
Meanwhile, mobile devices are rapidly emerging as popular appliances that
are being used by consumers due to its mobility and easy access to the Internet,
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especially through the usage of Wi-Fi facilities. Android is widely used as one of the
operating systems in mobile devices. According to Gartner Report [6], the Android
OS’s market share was 79% in August 2013 and it will keep increasing. Due to the
advancement in mobile device technologies, the latest mobile devices are now able
to perform many of the operations that had been exclusively done on PCs.
With the high dependencies of computing technologies in the current world
scenario and the outburst usage of personal mobile devices that are utilizing the
easy connectivity to cyberspace, the protection of sensitive and valuable information
assets is becoming more challenging [7]. While most organizations, governments
and personal users deployed security measures, the number of cyber security
attacks incidents continue to increase and becoming an ever-increasing threat for
organizations, governments and personal users around the world [8]. Moreover,
mobile devices use the same architecture as traditional computers; thus they have
the same vulnerabilities and security issues faced by personal computers [9].
Especially, since Android is an open, programmable software framework that
essentially provided the attackers with the inside knowledge of the platform.
Furthermore, mobile devices such as smartphone are constrained by their limited
resources, i.e., processing power, battery power, and lack of storage, which prevents
the integration of advanced security monitoring solutions that work with traditional
personal computers. In recent studies, it was found that in 2011, 96 percent of
smartphones and tablets do not have the necessary security software [10]. This
increases the vulnerability of typical mobile device to critical attacks that can make
the mobile devices unusable.
A breach in information protection could impact severely to the
organizations, such as loss of profit, trusts, reputation and loss of lives if such
breach occurred at any government critical infrastructures [11, 12]. Majority of the
attackers are also driven by monetary motivation by selling or leveraging stolen
sensitive or confidential financial information from personal individuals [13], such
as credit cards and online bank accounts information. The stolen information cost
billions of US Dollars of lost every year [14].
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Hence, research in cyber security is a very important field that will provide
the information, knowledge and protection for the organizations, governments and
even individuals against those attacks from external or internal malicious
attackers.
This dissertation studied one component of the security vulnerabilities,
which is the remote detection of operation systems that could be exploited by the
attackers. Remote detection of running environment could be exploited by malware
by changing its behavior in different environments, especially upon detecting
virtual environment that could be used as deception environment such as honeypot.
This could lead to more vulnerability in the cyber security because amount of
malware that harm or compromise user privacy has increased dramatically [15].
Related work that had been done by other researchers, [16] and [17] on
virtual environment detection are focusing on differentiating the network behavior
between virtual machine (VM) and real machine using timestamp. In the studies,
the real machine environment was only limited to desktop machine without taking
into consideration mobile devices. This created gap in the research area since in the
current world scenario, mobile devices are becoming the main devices that are being
used by organizations in daily operations.
In this dissertation, research was done by taking into consideration the
current actual IT implementation in organizations. The main focus is on remote
detection method using network timestamps to differentiate the operating
environment on high performance machine such as servers that mainly host VMs
and on mobile devices that are normally equipped with limited resources such as
processing power. This research aims to validate the applicability of the remote
detection method as a potential vulnerability in cyber security attack.
Differentiation of operating environment, either they are VM, real machine or
mobile device become very important because of the significant growth in the
popularity of smart phones with seamless interconnectivity and increasing number
of available mobile apps downloaded in smart phones.
This research contributes to the new knowledge on the remote detection of
operating systems using the network timestamps analysis characteristic patterns in
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recent technology scenario, which includes mobile devices. Base on the
characteristic pattern obtained from this research, countermeasure was proposed to
hide the differences observed and this research serves as initiative in improving the
cyber security that focusing on remote detection of operating systems using network
timestamps.
For this research, experiments were conducted in Kinoshita Lab at Tokyo
University of Technology to obtain results from the utilizations of IP and ICMP
timestamps characteristic as a method for remote detection of operating
environment. The results from the studies had shown that the IP and ICMP
timestamps characteristic could be used to remotely distinguish the running
operating system on VMs, real physical machines and mobile devices. This research
also proposes a countermeasure to disable the remote detection method between
VM and real machine by hiding the timestamps differences.
Previous work by Kohno [16] highlighted the potential of remote detection
method by using network timestamps. Then, work by Shimamura [17] explored on
characteristic pattern, based on differences between IP and ICMP timestamps in
one packet. In this dissertation, in order to determine the characteristic pattern of
network timestamps which are focused at IP and ICMP timestamps in various
environments, characteristic patterns as following are being used as the method of
analysis:
1) Differences between 2 successive timestamps in the replied packets
2) How many times identical timestamps was stamped between the packets
This research explores remote detection method by using characteristic
pattern differences between IP and ICMP timestamps in two measurements
mentioned above and also validate remote detection method by using characteristic
pattern differences between IP and ICMP timestamps that proposed in [17] in
current technology scenario. This dissertation provides the initial finding for
characteristic patterns on how network timestamps differences in of 2 successive
timestamps and how many same timestamps stamped in the packets could be used
as a remote detection method. This dissertation also serve as the research that
highlight the characteristic patterns for remote detection that encapsulate the need
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to study of the recent IT scenario that have machines that are improving rapidly in
term of performance but at the same time, mobile devices with limited performance
such as mobile devices are also being widely used.
Experimental procedure for this dissertation started with experiments to
determine characteristic pattern in fundamental VM technologies using full
virtualization technology using popular virtualization products for open platforms
i.e., VMWare, Oracle VirtualBox and Xen. Next, based on the characteristic pattern,
countermeasure

was

proposed

and

the

validations

experiments

of

the

countermeasure were done. Finally, to determine the characteristic pattern for
mobile devices, experiments using Android as mobile operating system were
executed. These experiments aimed to validate current network timestamp
behavior of Android. It was also to determine the possibility of wide application of
remote detection method in Android as running environment. This could contribute
to new knowledge in analyzing the remote detection method of mobile device
environment. Discussion on the proposed countermeasure for android is also
included in the dissertation on how it could be implemented to provide a basic
solution for the remote detection method by disabling the different in network
patterns of VM and real machine including the mobile devices in the same
environment
This research contributes to the new knowledge of the analysis and
countermeasure of remote detection of operating systems using the IP and ICMP
timestamps characteristic for distinguishing operating systems running on virtual
machines, real physical machines and mobile devices. It is hoped that the results
from this research could be utilized for improving the protection of sensitives and
valuable information assets.

1.2.

Research Objectives
The objective of this research is to study, validate and analyze the potential

of using network timestamp, which are IP and ICMP timestamp characteristic, as a
method to remotely distinguish operating environment running on VM, real
physical machine and mobile device. This research argues that such remote
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detection method could become critical vulnerability for cyber security in an event
of attacks by malicious attackers. Experiments were conducted to determine and
analyzed the characteristic patterns of IP and ICMP timestamps on various
machines. This research hypothesized that based on the analyzed characteristic
patterns of IP and ICMP timestamps, it could remotely distinguish the operating
environment on VM and non-VM environment including mobile device.
A proposed countermeasure that could be implemented in order to disable
the remote detection between VM and real machine environment will also be the
objective of the research. The countermeasure shall become one of the basic
methods that could be extended in the future research in this area.

1.3.

Problem Statement and Significance of Research
Building transparent VM are still an ongoing progress and more researches

are required to make VM indistinguishable from non VM environment and mobile
device. Currently, researches showed that malware are able to exploit the
vulnerability of detecting the target operating environment, specifically detecting
VM environment [18]. By detecting VM environment, these malware would be able
to behave accordingly to their target environment in order to avoid from been
detected by security applications that are normally implemented in VM
environments. Through this detection also, malware will be able to hide itself from
security applications thus escaping from their behavior being revealed and studied.
In this research, a remote detection method that was first proposed by [16] was
implemented to further studies the implication of such remote detection in the
current computing environment that as mentioned previously, implementing core
virtue of virtualization in cloud computing and widespread use mobile devices in
daily lives of the society.
This research focus in performing behavioral analysis from experiments
result to see if there are differences in timestamp between high performance VM
and non-VM environment including mobile device. This research is highly
significant as the research extended the work done by [16] to further analyzed the
method in the current computing scenario. This research also contributes to new
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knowledge in analyzing the method towards mobile device environment and a
proposed countermeasure in order to provide a basic solution for the remote
detection method by disabling the detection of VM and real machine including the
mobile devices in the same environment.
The obtained data shall be use to prove the IP and ICMP timestamp method
could be used to determine whether the target environment is running on a VM or
stand-alone environment including mobile device in the present computing
environment. The test environment in this research simulated the high
performance VM environment with latest hypervisors from renowned makers and
the latest mobile devices with Android operation system on the date of the
experiment. Based on data that were gathered in the experiments, using variation
of technology and machines, this research also proposed the countermeasure by
changing the timestamp reply process in the real machine to address the issue.
This research could serve as the early research work in gathering the
characteristic pattern for timestamp reply behavior in hypervisors technology that
are normally used in cloud computing environment and mobile device running on
Android operating system. Additionally, with the latest trend of Bring Your Own
Device (BYOD) to workplace where employees bring their own personal device with
various specification to their workplace could expose the organization’s internal
network with many security issues and vulnerability [19], [20]. Security issue
within the corporation may occur when mobile device that affected with the
malware or spoofing tools during Internet connection in non-secure Wi-Fi
connection outside of the organization were used to access the corporation internal
secure environment. With the remote operating environment vulnerability,
malware will be able to detect of host’s operating environment within the
organizations and may exploit the vulnerability in only to attack and infected real
and mobile devices while avoiding VM environments that may be used as security
protection system such as honey pots. Through this, the malware could steal the
information within the corporation and spread to affect other devices within the
organization’s internal network [21]
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With BYOD, organizations are also trending in using smart and mobile
device that runs on Android, Apple iOS, Apple Mac OS X, Blackberry and etc. This
trend is the result of the emerging use of cloud computing environment.
Organizations equipped to their employees with mobile devices for work purposes
such as smartphone in order to give better mobility in completing their daily task.
Due to limited resources in these mobile devices, they will require thin client
software applications such as the ones that are related to sales, finance and
customer managements to enable the utilization of shared information in the cloud
computing environment.
The thin client software applications are normally made available to be
downloaded and installed on the devices. However, before the applications could be
released to the employees, there are high possibilities that the development, testing
and security checking process for the applications will be done using emulator in the
VM machines on the cloud computing environment. Test results might not give the
true results, especially in term of security testing against various malicious
software or malware because the malware may not show their behavior if they had
detected that the target running environment are VM.
As a result, when the application released, the mobile device and other
stand-alone environments might be compromised in such a way that the malware
will start to execute malicious behavior once it had detected that it is not on a
virtual machine environment. Thus, data that are stored or communications
through the mobile devices might be revealed to malicious third party. It may also
cause expensive billing due to unapproved SMS/MMS subscription services via
smartphones [22, 23]. This would create serious consequences for mobile device
users that are using Android as an operating system, as any applications that have
passed a malware detection system on the VM are considered safe and may gain the
user’s trust. Furthermore, since mobile devices use the same architecture as PC, it
leads to the rapid evolution of mobile device malware where it need only two years
for mobile device virus to evolve to a level that computer virus reached in 20 years
[23].
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As for the personal user’s perspective, in parallel with the growth of mobile
devices usage, there has been a significant increase in malware aiming at gathering
personal information from mobile devices [24]. This information could later be used
by the malware owner or third party for their personal profit such as for marketing
and selling services on the web or profiteering from online banking information [25].
The growing value of personal data will play a big part and it is already more
valuable than payment card information. Increased use of cryptocurrencies such as
Bitcoin by personal user will make virtual currency an attractive target for theft,
not just the preferred payment method of criminals itself [26]. This growing threat
points out the need for users to protect their mobile devices by using anti-virus or
anti-malware applications [27]. But implementing such anti-virus or anti-malware
applications on mobile devices may not be suited for majority of mobile devices due
to the limited resources of CPU, memory and battery power [28], [29].
In order to conserve mobile resources and as a security solution due to the
lack of resources available in mobile devices, the integration of mobile devices and
cloud computing technology is being proposed by delegating security monitoring
and malware detection to VMs in cloud computing facilities [6], [30]. An off-device
in-cloud network service could be implemented [31]. Through this solution, it could
improve the protection of mobile devices from malware threats [32]. With this
approach also, since security services are delegated to VMs in the cloud system for
scanning and protecting mobile device applications, it could free up on-device CPU
and memory resources of the mobile devices while conferring a high level of
malware protection, providing that the mobile devices are connected to the internet.
However, despite the attractiveness of this idea, this research argues that
malware detection security system using VM may have critical vulnerability. That
is, the malware may try to first detect the environment in which it will be running.
Through such detection, malware creators may write programs that will not
perform harmful operations such as botnet attacks upon detecting VM environment
as the running environment, thus reducing the risk for their behavior from being
studied and revealed. If the malware could detect their running environment and
choose not to show their behavior in VMs, the mechanism of off-device in-cloud
network service will not function well. Therefore, security tests aimed at
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applications for mobile devices may not be effective since malicious programs are
hiding their true nature once detecting that the running environment is on VM.
Thus, security system such as signature-based detection in the VM might not
capture the correct signature data [33]. As a result, when the applications are
released, mobile devices that install the applications might be compromised even
though the devices are installed with anti-virus and anti-malware applications.
With the above arguments, it had shown the significant of the vulnerability
through the remote operating environment detection by malware. Malware
programmers could design malware that first try to detect whether the system is
running on a VM or not before executing any malicious or security breaching
operations. Moreover, once that point is reached, the attacks can escalate from just
VM detection to the exploitation of the VM itself [32], [34]. This creates a critical
vulnerability since malware that has avoided detection in the VM may be
downloaded to end user mobile devices as trusted applications. In addition, VM
implementations range from those on known to those on unknown hardware
configurations on various platforms, and hypervisors and VM detection spans a
spectrum of scenarios that need to be investigated. This research believes those
intensive studies should also look into VM detection methods and the capability of
malware to differentiate VM or mobile device environment.
Therefore, this research examined and analyzed the characteristic patterns
of IP and ICMP timestamps from VM and non-VM environments including mobile
device in order to determine either by using characteristic patterns of IP and ICMP
timestamps, the target operating environments could be distinguished. It is hoped
that through the results reported in this thesis, could be useful in strengthening the
security issue in cyber security that may be caused by exploiting the detection of
VM and non-VM environment. Any loophole that may give risk to security due to
malware attack will need to be addressed and handled. Thus by investigating
possible methods for detecting VM and proposing ways to countermeasure the
detection methods will provide important contribution towards closing down the
possibility for malware in hiding their behavior from VM and choose to execute in
mobile environment.
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1.4.

Summary of Chapter

This dissertation comprises of seven chapters. A brief summary of each chapter
is organized as follows:
Chapter 1 discusses the background, the overall objectives and the significance of
the research to the practical applications.
Chapter 2 gives a brief literature review of related studies and also related
technology related to this dissertation.
Chapter 3 discusses this dissertation proposal of remote detection method using IP
timestamps.
Chapter 4 discusses remote detection method in full-virtualization VM technology
on high performance machine.
Chapter 5 gives a brief overview of proposed countermeasure to resolve the
operating

environment

detection

method

using

IP

timestamps

pattern

characteristic.
Chapter 6 gives a brief overview of characteristic patterns of timestamps from
Android operating system on mobile device and comparison with VM.
Chapter 7 discusses and concludes the issues addressed in the dissertation and it
will also discuss the impact, limitations of the research and the future work.
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Reviews
This chapter discusses the literature reviews on related technologies for this
research and previous works in VM operating environment detection methods. It
gives the overview information for the technical background of this research.

2.1.

Overview
Malware that behave accordingly to running environment could become the

threat to cyber security [11]. Researchers showed that malware that are able to
exploit the vulnerability by detecting their running environment and escaped from
being detected by security applications that normally implemented on VM
environments and avoid from being revealed and studied.
Virtualization in computing technology or also known as a hypervisor is a
technology that runs on a physical computer and hosts one or more virtual
machines on top of the physical machine. Virtualization helped to free organizations
and users from physical interface and resource constraints [35], [36]. VMs enhance
software

interoperability, system

impregnability,

and

platform versatility.

Virtualization could be done in many forms such as process, storage and network
virtualizations [37]. The virtual machines could simulate physical computers which
then could run software and programs such as operating systems, end-user
applications and more.
Virtualization is also the core technology that empowers cloud computing
[38], [39]. Cloud computing is the current trending service model for organizations
in enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable
computing resources, (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services)
that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or
service provider interaction [40]. At a hardware level of cloud computing, a number
of physical devices, including processors, hard drives and network devices, are
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located in data centers, independent from geographical location, which is
responsible for storage and processing needs [41]. It leverages virtualization
technology in lowering the costs for the service users and improving utilization and
management capabilities for the cloud service providers [42].
With the vast usage of cloud computing in the current world scenario, cyber
security issues in hypervisors and VM is becoming more important than ever as any
issues that arise in the hypervisors and VM shall be inherited in the cloud
computing services [43], [44], [45]. Moreover, with the exploded usage of mobile
devices that uses cloud computing services or are integrated with cloud services [46],
further increases the significant of the research in VM security as the security
breach using the vulnerability in VM could affect mass users around the world that
are using mobile devices [47].
The detection of VM operating environment could become one of the potential
vulnerabilities of VM that could be exploited by malicious attackers [18], [48], [49]
[50]. As discussed in the previous chapter, through the detection of VM operating
environment, attackers could design malware that selectively infect and operates
malicious actions on real machines or mobile devices while avoiding and hiding its
malicious actions on VM operating environment. Furthermore, malware targeting
mobile devices is growing[51]. Malware could exploit the detection of the targets
running operating environment to differentiate between mobile device and
virtualization environment because malware analysis are normally being held in
VM environment [52], [53].
This chapter provides information on the literature reviews of the basic
technologies and the related works in VM operating environment detection method
that were used at the basic references in this research. It covers the literature on
virtualization, related works on VM operating environment detection methods,
network timestamps and malware.
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2.2.

Cyber Security and Cyber Threats
With the new era of the Internet and introduction of cloud computing that

implements distributed computing resources, information assets safeguard in cyber
security is ever becoming a global interest and importance towards organizations,
government and personal users [54], [55], [56], [57]. In any case of cyber-attacks or
breaches of sensitive’s information in organizations and governments information
networks, it may causes in the loss of reputations, trust, economically in terms of
financial and even threat to national defense if such attacks are originated from
terrorist groups [58], [59], [60], [61]. Threats from cyber space include Distributed
Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks, Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) on
organizations and governments network facilities and threats to mobile operating
systems on mobile networked computing [57].
Furthermore, due to the popularity of smart mobile devices and as a result
form the emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT) technologies that employed
collection of smart mobile devices that interact on a collaborative basis and
resources, cyber security attacks and cybercriminal actives are increasing
exponentially [62], [63], [64]. Even with the attentions by researcher on mobile
devices cyber security threats [65], new and more features and functionality are
always being introduced into the mobile devices technologies and this at the same
time also introduce new risks. [66] discussed the threat classifications in mobile
devices which are as the following;
• Root Enablers - Apps that gain root access to the Android OS, escalating a user’s
administrative privileges. Rooting can make devices more vulnerable to malicious
attack.
• Surveillanceware - Apps that remain invisible on the device while surreptitiously
engaging in comprehensive device monitoring and data exfiltration. They are
typically directly installed by someone with physical access to the device.
• Trojans - Apps that advertise legitimate functionality but surreptitiously perform
malicious actions in the background, such as data exfiltration or billing fraud.
With a lot of mobile device connected to open Wi-Fi or unsecured network
connection, attacker may use the vast resources of the network to turn mobile
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device into a botnet and launch a cyber-attack once connected to organization’s
internal networks or even to national critical infrastructures [67], [68]. There are
some Android applications that when downloaded are capable of accessing the root
functionality of devices (“rooted”) and turning them into botnet soldiers without the
user’s explicit consent [69].
Google implement security scanning before apps developer could make the
apps downloadable in the Google Play Store. The scanning tools called "Bouncer".
However, the malicious apps developer could still find a way to pass through it [70],
[71]. Additionally Bouncer only scan for malicious applications but it does not covers
on the vulnerability within the applications uploaded to the Google Play Store and
attackers may exploits the vulnerability in the applications to attack end users [72].
Attackers could easily and unwittingly download malware to their smart devices or
fall prey to “man-in-the-middle” attacks where cyber-criminals pose as a legitimate
body, intercept and harvest sensitive information for malicious use.
In 2011, there was a mix of Android applications removed from the Android
Market because they contained malware. There were over 50 infected applications these applications were copies of “legitimate” applications from legitimate
publishers that were modified to include two root exploits and a rogue application
downloader [69]. Among these malware, Botnets are considered as the biggest
challenge. Botnets are used to send email spam, carry out distributed denial of
services (DDoS) attacks, and for hosting phishing and malware sites. Botnets are
slowly moving towards smart devices since those devices are now basically
everywhere, powerful enough to run a bot and offer additional gains for a
bot-master such as financial gains as discussed earlier [73], [74]. The bots are then
programmed and instructed by the bot-master to perform a variety of cyber-attacks,
including attacks involving the further distribution and installation of malware on
other information systems.
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2.3. Malware
3.

Malware are any kind of hostile, intrusive, or annoying software or

program code (e.g. Trojan, rootkit, backdoor) designed to use a device without the
owner’s consent[24], [75]. Therefore users are required to protect their devices using
anti-virus or anti-malware applications. However, overall solutions to address all
vulnerabilities are yet to be established due to fast track in malware development
and creation. Furthermore, with the existence of metamorphic and polymorphic
types of malware, that have the capability to change its operation codes to avoid
detection would increase the hardship of protection against malware[75].
4.

Malware could be categorized to three type of malware which are basic,

polymorphic, metamorphic malware, In basic malware, the program entry point is
transferred to malicious payload so that the malware could obtain the control.
Meanwhile, Polymorphic viruses mutate while keeping the original code intact. A
polymorphic malware consists of encrypted malicious code along with the
decryption module [76]. Polymorphic engine injected in the virus body in order to
enable the polymorphic virus. The polymorphic engine generates new mutants each
time it is executed. Meanwhile, metamorphic malware can reprogram itself using
certain obfuscation techniques so that the reprogram version of malware never look
like the original malware [77]. Such malware evade the detections from the
malware detector since each new variant generated will have different signature,
hence it is impossible to store the signatures of multiple variants of the same
malware sample.
There are three main methods for detecting malware. The first method is called
Pattern Matching Method. This method compares target malware with its
signature. This signature is the malware characteristic pattern in binary. However,
with the ever-increasing number of target malware that needs to be compared,
malware detection using this method proves to be very challenging. The second
method is the Generic Method which is applied for processes in the computer.
Operation rules are written in definition file and anti-virus software compares the
next operation of a target with the rules. When the next operation determined as
out of rules, it will be canceled. The third method is called Heuristic method which
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is applied before applications are operated. Programs are analyzed by anti-virus
software to determine if any suspicious operation is performed base on its behavior
when it was executed somewhere else. For virtual machine, dynamic heuristic
method is applied for scanning programs before it is operated. Programs are
analyzed by antivirus software and if the program determines as malicious software,
it will be isolated.
Behaviors of malware could be studied and analysis in security purposes VM. In
order to avoid from being tracked by VM-based security systems, malware may now
try to detect the system in which it is currently operating to determine either it is
VM environment or not. By such detection, the malicious system could withdraw
any harmful operations such as botnet attack and therefore hiding itself from the
VM security systems. This argument is supported by various researches, which had
proved that malware are able to detect if they are running in Virtual Machine (VM)
or not.

2.4.

Virtualization
Virtualization is the simulation of the software and/or hardware upon which

other software runs. This simulated environment is called a VM. In full
virtualization, one or more operating systems (OSs) and the applications are run on
top of virtual hardware. Each instance of an OS and its applications runs in a
separate VM called a guest operating system. The guest OSs on a host are managed
by the hypervisor, which controls the flow of instructions between the guest OSs
and the physical hardware, such as CPU, disk storage, memory, and network
interface cards.
Hypervisor provides complete independence and autonomy of each virtual
server to other virtual servers running on the same physical machine. The
hypervisor also monitors and controls the physical server resources, allocating what
is needed to each operating system and making sure that the guest operating
systems or the VM cannot disrupt each other.
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Hypervisors are large pieces of software with 100,000 codes or more that in
charge of providing each VM with the illusion of being run on its own hardware by
exposing a set of virtual hardware devices such as CPU, memory, NIC and storage
[78]. The hypervisor can partition the system’s resources and isolate the guest OSs
so that each has access to only its own resources, as well as possible access to shared
resources such as files on the host OS. Also, each guest OS can be completely
encapsulated, making it portable. Some hypervisors run on top of another OS,
which is known as the host operating system. VM is one of the underlying
technologies in the information technology industry. The VMs are implemented on
hypervisor hosts.
Hypervisor supports the creation of a virtual network that connects the
virtual network interface card (NIC) to a network that is composed of virtual
switches. This virtual network connects to the physical NICs on the host machines
and allows applications on VMs to connect to services outside of the hosts. As with
other resources in the VM, the hypervisor is the manager of network traffic in and
out of each VM and the host. Applications send network requests to the guest
operating system which passes the request through the virtual switch. The
hypervisor then takes the request from the network emulator and sends it through
the physical NIC card out into the network. When the response arrives, it follows
the reverse path back to the application. As a result, virtualization adds a number
of wrinkles to the networking environment.
There are 2 main types of virtualization as shown in Figure 1. Full
virtualization, or bare-metal implementations, run directly on the server hardware
without any host operating systems beneath them, whereas para-virtualization run
on top a traditional operating system. Para-virtualization is easy to install and
deploy because much of the
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Type 1 Hypervisor (full virtualization)

Type 2 Hypervisor

(para-virtualization)
Figure 1: Types of hypervisor

hardware configuration work such as networking and storage is handled by the
underlying operating system [79].
In full virtualization, the hypervisor provides most of the same hardware
interfaces as those provided by the hardware’s physical platform. This means that
the OSs and applications do not need to be modified for virtualization to work if the
OSs and applications are compatible with the underlying hardware. Full
virtualization also uses the hypervisor to coordinate the CPU of the server and the
host machine's system resources in order to manage guest operating systems
without any modification. In this scenario, the hypervisor provides CPU emulation
to handle and modify privileged and protected CPU operations made by unmodified
guest operating system kernels.
Meanwhile, in para-virtualization, hypervisor offer interfaces to the guest
OS that the guest OS can use instead of the normal hardware interfaces. If a guest
OS use para-virtualization interfaces, they offer significantly faster access to
resources such as hard drives and networks. Difference types of para-virtualization
are offered by difference hypervisor systems.
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2.5.

Network Timestamps
Various network protocol exists in network timestamp that enables more

than one type of network timestamp to be obtained in one packet. IP option type 44
can be attached to request for IP timestamp reply in the IP header. Meanwhile
ICMP timestamps request reply can be used to obtain ICMP packets timestamps
information.
Timestamp that is used in this research are as following:
IP Timestamp: RFC 781 - IP Timestamp is an optional extension to the IPv4 header
that allows the sender to request timestamp values from any machine which
handles the packet by specifying its IP address. According to RFC781, the IP
timestamp option is a right-justified, 32-bit timestamp in milliseconds since
midnight UT [80]. It is primarily used for diagnostics purposes specifically to
measure network delay time between gateways.
ICMP Timestamp: RFC 792 - The data received (a timestamp) in the message is
returned in the reply together with an additional timestamp. The timestamp is 32
bits of milliseconds since midnight UT. The Originate Timestamp is the time the
sender last touched the message before sending it, Received Timestamp is the time
the echoer first touched it on receipt, and the Transmit Timestamp is the time the
echoer last touched the message on sending it.
IP Header structure with timestamps request option is as Figure 2 and ICMP with
timestamps reply request is as Figure 3.
The combination of this IP Timestamps Request Option and ICMP
Timestamps reply message are manipulated in this research to create packets that
sent to target machine to obtain timestamps data.

2.6.

Overview of Android Operating System
Android [81] is an open-source software with special architecture. Android

architecture is as per Figure 4. Android architecture composed of five layers:
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Figure 2: IP header

Figure 3: ICMP timestamp/timestamps reply message

Applications, Application Framework, Libraries, Android Runtime and the
Linux kernel. The uppermost layer, the Applications layer, provides the core set of
applications that are commonly offered out of the box with any mobile device. The
Application Framework layer provides the framework Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) used by the applications running on the uppermost layer. Besides
the APIs, there is a set of services that enable the access to the Android’s core
features such as graphical components, information exchange managers, event
managers and activity managers.
Below the Application Framework layer, another layer containing two important
parts: Libraries and the Android Runtime. The libraries provide core features to the
applications. The Android Runtime consists of the Dalvik virtual machine and the
Java core libraries. The Dalvik virtual machine is an interpreter for byte code that
has been transformed from Java byte code to Dalvik byte code.Dalvik is compiled to
native code whereas the core libraries are written in Java and interpreted by Dalvik.
Until recently, there are various versions of Android which includes Marshmallow,
Lollipop, KitKat and Jelly Bean [81].
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Applications
Application Framework
Libraries
Android Runtime
Dalvik VM
Java Core Libraries

Linux

Figure 4: Android system architecture

2.7.

VM Operation Environment Detection Methods
VM was not completely transparent to the applications and malware might

exploit the detection of VM in not show their behavior if they are running in VM
environment. As mentioned previously in the previous chapter, various software
which are targeted to be operated in mobile devices are created and tested first in
the VM in order to detect any potential harm and abnormality with assumption
that the result will be the same when it is executed in stand-alone environment of
the mobile devices. However, if malware are able to detect that they are running on
virtual environment and not showing their real behavior during the testing phase in
VM environment, once the software is installed for users usage on their smart
devices, malware might infect and compromised their devices. Thus, research to
address this issue need to be done to avoid the risk of users in disposing their
information when using mobile devices that are infected by malware that was not
detected during the testing in the VM environment.
On the other hand, with the recent emerging of cloud computing, and with
more systems and applications are implemented on clouds infrastructure, if
malware and attacker could determine they are running on virtual environment,
more comprehensive attack to take over the VM itself might be deployed base on the
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information that they could obtain. More research needs to be done to understand
how VM could be detected and how to improve on that especially in the emerging of
cloud computing that utilized the VM technologies.
Various researches [82], [17], [83], [84] discussed about hypervisor detection
method. Previous methods for detecting execution within a hypervisor have
typically focused on specific artifacts of the implementation, such as hardware
naming, guest-to-host communication systems, or memory addresses etc. This
research is focusing on detection method that focuses on network implementation
and VM behavior.
A

technique

for

remotely

detecting

hypervisor

existence

without

compromising the target using network timestamp was discussed in [17]. The
technique examines discrepancies between two timestamps, IP and ICMP
Timestamps in one packet to determine VM presence. When the target hosts use
VM, some of the timestamp will show discrepancies because hypervisor sometimes
interrupts timestamp operations to complete other operations. Also, hypervisor
supports the creation of a virtual network that connects the virtual network
interface card (NIC) to a network that is composed of virtual switches.
This virtual network connects to the physical NICs on the host machines and
allows applications on VMs to connect to services outside of the hosts. As with other
resources in the VM, the hypervisor is the manager of network traffic in and out of
each VM and the host. Applications send network requests to the guest operating
system which passes the request through the virtual switch. The hypervisor then
takes the request from the network emulator and sends it through the physical NIC
card out into the network. When the response arrives, it follows the reverse path
back to the application. As a result, virtualization adds a number of wrinkles to the
networking environment. This mechanism is shown in Figure 5.
Thus, real machine and VM should show the difference in behavior such as
following:
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Figure 5: Virtual network path
i.

Deviation of the clock.

In VMWare, behaviors of network communications are difference because
timer device emulation was held. As a result, the gap can be observed by
network timestamp and connection time out.
ii.

Packet delivery.

In VM, host network interface that shared packet delivery overhead will
exist. For example, in Xen, when packet was delivered, it will deliver to the
VM queue and will be processed according to VM schedule and this behavior
is difference in real machine because when packet delivered, it will be
processed immediately.
iii.

Packet operation.

Due to the ability of VM to handle packets, the way packets handled will be
different.
IP timestamp option of an Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) packets also could be
exploited to exchange a secret message as a covert channel. This covert channel will
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use the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) which usually has a lot of traffic
associated with it[85].

2.8.

Previous Works
Previous work by Kohno [16] highlighted the potential of remote detection

method by using network timestamps. In the study, Kohno introduced remote
fingerprinting of physical device. The remote fingerprinting was done without the
fingerprinted physical devices known cooperation. The research exploited clock
skew from small, microscopic deviations in device hardware and did not require any
modification to the fingerprinted devices. The method that was introduced by
Kohno showed consistent measurements even when the measurer was thousands of
miles and multiple hops away from the fingerprinted device, and even when the
fingerprinted device is connected to the Internet from different locations and via
different access technologies.
While the work by Shimamura [17] explored the characteristic pattern based
on the differences between IP and ICMP timestamps in 1 packet. The study [17]
proved that timestamps discrepancies between IP and ICMP timestamps were
caused by time correction in VM environment. In [17], experiments were done to
detect discrepancies of timestamps in two cases, when ICMP timestamp + 1 < IP
timestamp and when ICMP timestamp < IP timestamp. The experimental results
showed that discrepancies occurred only 0.12% from total 1,000,000 packets in the
case when ICMP timestamp + 1 < IP timestamp for real environment. However, for
VMs, discrepancies occurred in the range between 0.1% until 0.5% from total
1,000,000 packets. On the other hand, in the case when ICMP timestamp < IP
timestamp, the study found out that 0% of discrepancies occurred from total
1,000,000 packets from real environment and the range of 0% until 2.5% of
discrepancies occurrence for VMs.
In this dissertation, both IP and ICMP timestamps replies was obtained and
compiled from the experiments. However, the ICMP information was obtained and
compiled only for validation purposes of remote detection using method that was
discussed in [17].
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2.9.

Concluding Remarks
Various research [16], [17], [34] already discussed on VM detection method

since VMs are introduced. Previous methods for VM detection have typically
focused on specific artifacts of the implementation, such as hardware naming,
guest-to-host communications systems, or memory addresses. Functional and
transparency detection method was discussed in [34] by highlighting detection
strategies that look upon the characteristic of logical discrepancies, resource
discrepancies and timing discrepancies between VM and non-VM environment.
Detection method focuses on the implementation of the VM that was discussed,
includes method in targeting hardware sources that contain specific word or
command related to VM implementation.
Detection could be also done by using tools that are available on websites.
Detection method that emphases on difference in performance for VM and physical
hardware also were discussed in [82] [34]. But, as machine that is used to install the
VM is continuously improved, the difference according to performance might have
changed and tests need be done constantly to verify current situations. A light
weight detection method of VM using CPU instruction execution performance
stability had been studied in [83]. However, this method requires adjustment to be
made in the OS and could lead to instability in the OS itself.
On the other hand, detection methods that focus on the network
implementation and behavior of VM could be considered ways of remotely detecting
VMs without compromising the target. A VM detection method that uses network
timestamps was first suggested by Kohno [16] wherein the TCP timestamp was
used as a covert channel to reveal the target host’s physical clock skew. Meanwhile
in [17], discrepancies between two different kinds of timestamp, IP and ICMP in one
packet were used to determine the presence of a VM.
From the literature review, in this research, scope of studies expanded to
explore the distinguishable differences of timestamps pattern. Validation using
method that implemented in [17] on high performance real machine, virtual
machine on high performance machine and also on mobile device that uses Android
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as OS, and Android that emulated in VM on high performance machine were done
and the results also mentioned in this dissertation. Since blocking ICMP
timestamps is not available by default on Android platforms, the detection method
using timestamps pattern could prove to be a vulnerability for the mobile devices
[86] in this study.
Remote detection using differences between 2 successive timestamps in the
replied packets and how many times identical timestamps was stamped between
the packets were researched as new analysis method for remote detection using
network timestamps in this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 3
Research Proposal
This chapter discusses the proposed remote detection method of operating
environments using network timestamps characteristic that is used in this research.
This chapter also discusses on the hypothesis of expected results of the research
based on literature reviews and related works that had been conducted by other
researchers [16], [17], [82], [83], [84].

3.1. Overview
Previous work by Kohno [16] highlighted the potential of remote detection
method of operation systems by using network timestamps. Meanwhile, the work by
Shimamura [17] explored on the characteristic patterns, based on the differences
between IP and ICMP timestamps in 1 packet to remotely fingerprinting operation
systems. In [17], experiments were done to detect discrepancies of timestamps in
two cases, which are when ICMP timestamp + 1 < IP timestamp and when ICMP
timestamp < IP timestamp.
As discussed in chapter 1 and 2, with the advancement in computing
technologies that contribute to the improvement in machine performances and the
increased usage of personal smart mobile devices, it is necessary to perform
validations of the remote detection methods discussed above.
In this dissertation, by extending the works done by Kohno and Shimamura,
the following new approach of analysis methods were used in order to determine the
characteristic patterns of network timestamps (IP and ICMP) in various
environments;
1) Differences between 2 successive timestamps in the replied packets
2) How many times identical timestamps was stamped between the packets
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Both IP and ICMP timestamps replies was obtained and compiled from the
experiments. However, the ICMP information was obtained and compiled only for
the validation purposes of remote detection using the method that was discussed in
[17].

3.2. Method in Determining Network Timestamps Different
This research explores remote detection method by comparing differences in
characteristic patterns between IP timestamps using two new approaches that were
based on the works done by Kohno and Shimamura in measuring the discrepancies.
This research also performs validations of the remote detection method by using
characteristic pattern differences between IP and ICMP timestamps that was
proposed in [17] in current technology scenario which includes smart mobile devices.
In [17], experiments were done using machine with 1.86 GHz clock speed.
Experiments result in [17] showed that in the case when ICMP timestamp + 1 < IP
timestamp, the discrepancies occurred only 0.12% from total 1,000,000 packets for
real machine environment. However, for VMs, discrepancies occurred in the range
between 0.1% until 0.5% from total 1,000,000 packets. On the other hand, in the
case when ICMP timestamp < IP timestamp, the results in [17] found out that 0% of
discrepancies occurred from total 1,000,000 packets from real environment and the
range of 0% until 2.5% of discrepancies occurrence for VMs.
As part of this study, experiments were done to verify if the same results
could still be obtained using the method that was used in [17] on machine with
better performance compared to the machine that was used in [17]. However, the
experiments that were conducted in this dissertation showed that the same result
was not reproducible when machine with higher performance, which is 2.40 GHz
clock speed was used.
Since nowadays, machines with higher CPU performance is widely being
used, new approach was proposed in this dissertation to remotely detect the
operating environment. The new approach methods that are proposed in this
dissertation are as the following:
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1) Differences between 2 successive timestamps in the replied packets
2) How many times identical timestamps was stamped between the packets
This dissertation also proposed a countermeasure technique to disguise IP
timestamps characteristic from real machine such that it shows similar IP
timestamp patterns as the VMs.
This dissertation provides the initial findings of network timestamps
characteristic patterns using the two new analysis approach mentioned above. The
new approach gives new potential as a method for remotely detecting operating
environment using network timestamps. This research also could serve as the
validation works of the remote detection methods that were previously proposed by
Kohno and Shimamura in current world scenario that has improved machines
performance compared to the machines that were used in [16] and [17], and also
smart mobile devices with low performance which are widely used in daily lives.
In the experiments in this study, packets were sent to the target machines to
request for the IP and ICMP timestamps information. The IP and ICMP timestamps
information in the replied packets from the target machines were obtained and
compiled. The compiled timestamps information was used to determine the
characteristic pattern of IP and ICMP timestamps using the analysis methods used
in [17] and the new approach discussed above. The ICMP information was obtained
and compiled only for validation purposes of remote detection using method that
was discussed in [17].
In order to determine the IP and ICMP timestamps, packets were created
and sent to the target machines. IP option type 0x44 was inserted in the created
packet’s IP Header in order to request for IP timestamps reply. In addition, ICMP
timestamps request type 13 was also embedded in the created packet to request for
ICMP timestamp.
Figure 6 shows the packets, which includes IP and ICMP timestamp request
that were used in the experiments. In the created packets, IHL was set to 14, which
IP timestamp option including header length 1 is for 32 bit. The total length of the
packet is 76 bits, which is the accumulated sum of header and data segment. The
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header segment is 56 octets, while 20 octets are for the data segment. The length in
the header is 36 bits and the maximum length value is 40. Flag is set to 1 for each
timestamp that stamped before the internet address embedded.
As real life application scenario, the packets that request for IP and ICMP
timestamps information to the target machines could be embedded in video
datagram to avoid from being blocked as potential attacks. Studies in [87] showed
that timestamp-based content aware mechanism for video streaming exits, thus
provide the prove that timestamps reply request could be embedded in video
streaming.

Figure 6: Packet structure
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3.3. Experiments Environment
The general network settings for experiments that were conducted in this
research are shown in Figure 7. In all of the experiments conducted, 1,000,000
packets were sent from measurer machine to target machine in order to obtain
sufficient data to determine the characteristic pattern of IP and ICMP timestamps.
These amounts of packets are considered sufficient for the evaluation. The target
machines were real machine or VM that was set up in high performance machine.
To simulate real life scenario that normally utilize the usage of the high
performance machine that hosts the VM, beside of the target VM, another 30 VMs
wit h utilization of more than 80 percent were set up in the high performance
machine. Details specification of experiments environment is discussed in the next
chapters. For experiments conducted in chapter 4, 2 VM hypervisors that were used
are VMWare ESX and VirtualBox. While for experiments conducted in chapter 5, 3
hypervisors which are, VMWare ESX, Xen and VirtualBox were used.
As for the experiments conducted in chapter 6, Sony Xperia mobile device
was used as the target real host to obtain data for mobile device. 4 versions of
Android operating system which are Ice Cream Sandwich 4.0.4, Jelly Bean 4.2.2,
KitKat 4.4.4 and Lollipop 5.0.2 was used as the test mobile operating systems.
Android operating system was chosen as the target operating system for the mobile
device in this research because Android is commonly being used by majority of
mobile devices and it is based on Linux platform that is open to public.

Figure 7: General network settings for experiments
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3.4.

Analysis Method
In the data analysis, since VM will have queues in handling job for

multiple virtual machines, it is expected that IP and ICMP timestamp will show
discrepancies between successive packets and also timestamps discrepancies in the
same packet. Figure 8 below shows the mechanism on how the network timestamps
discrepancies in one packet could occur as proposed by [17]. Timestamp stamping
for IP and ICMP might differ due to the reason that VM might switch its operation
to other VM. However, as machines performance improves, the data that were
published in previous works do not represent the actual the current scenario. Thus,
in this dissertation, validations of the method were done to understand current
characteristic pattern in high performance machine with 2.40 GHz clock speed and
also on smart mobile device that was not tested in previous works.
Due to differences in job handling mechanism between VM and non-VM, IP
and ICMP timestamp discrepancies between real environment and virtual
environment are expected to occur. Timestamps from real machine on high
performance machines are expected to be faster than that of VM due to the behavior
of VM itself that share their underlying hardware with the host operating system.
Other applications and other virtual machines might also be running on the same
host. When more than two guests operated on VM Host, one VM will be suspended
to give ways for the other VM to operate. When the VM suspended, the timestamp
will be saved and the timestamp value will be re-written when the operation
resumed. Because the guest operating system keeps time by counting interrupts,
time, as measured by the guest operating system falls behind real time whenever
there is a timer interrupt backlog. VM deals with this problem by keeping track of

VM n
descheduled

Processing
another VM

VM n
rescheduled

IP and ICMP timestamps
stamping

Figure 8: Points that expected to show time discrepancies between
IP and ICMP timestamps in VM
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the current timer interrupt backlog and delivering timer interrupts in order to catch
up. However, time adjustments to catching up could create IP and ICMP
discrepancies between the two successive timestamps.
For high performance real machine, this research predicts that quite a
number of same timestamps will be stamped in the successive packets because of
the speed that the timestamps were stamped is faster than the increase of
timestamp source. The differences of timestamps between successive packets were
analyzed to characterize the patterns that may occur from VM, real machine and
mobile device.
In this dissertation, the analysis method was based on how many same timestamps
are stamped in 1 millisecond such is shown in Figure 9 and the difference between
two successive timestamps. The number of times when packets were sent are
represented as n and (n+1) until n =1,000,000. Calculation of differences between 2
successive timestamps n and n+1, … in the replied packets and how many times
identical timestamps was stamped between the packets were done. In the
experiments, timestamps reply for count n is in millisecond unit and different
characteristic pattern for VM and non-VM including mobile devices is expected to be
disguisable due to machine performance factor and time adjustment mechanism
that implemented in VM. Thus, this research anticipates that the results for IP and
ICMP timestamps from in the experiments should be as shown in Table 1 below.

Timestamp
source clock

Figure 9: Points that expected to show timestamps discrepancies for successive
packets in VM
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Table 1: Anticipated experiment results for IP and ICMP timestamps reply
Count (n), …,
IP Timestamp
(n+1) until
x10
n =1,000,000

3.5.

ICMP Timestamp
x10

Differences between
two successive IP
timestamps

How many same IP
timestamps was
stamped

1

xxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxx

0

2

xxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxx

0

3

xxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxx

0

4

xxxxxxx0

xxxxxxx0

0

5

xxxxxxx0

xxxxxxx1

1

6

xxxxxxx1

xxxxxxx1

0

7

xxxxxxx1

xxxxxxx1

0

8

xxxxxxx1

xxxxxxx1

0

9

xxxxxxx1

xxxxxxx1

0

5

10

xxxxxxx2

xxxxxxx2

1

1

4

Concluding Remarks
This dissertation proposed the remote detection using IP timestamps by

observing the characteristic patterns of the differences between 2 successive
timestamps in the replied packets and how many times identical timestamps were
stamped between the packets. The proposed analysis method and the experiment
background were discussed in this chapter.
The anticipation of the experiment results for IP and ICMP timestamps was
made based on finding that differences between IP and ICMP timestamps reply
were not reproducible in machine with 2.40 GHz clock speed that was used for
experiments in this dissertation, contrary from finding in [17] that used machine
with 1.8 GHz clock speed.
Also as presented in the next chapters, based on the data from the experiments, the
new approaches that are proposed in this dissertation, by analyzing the differences
of successive timestamps and how many times same timestamps were stamped as
IP timestamps characteristic patterns between VM and real machine, shows the
potential to be used as a remote detection method to detect VM operating
environment.
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CHAPTER 4
Vulnerability Analysis using Network
Timestamps in Full Virtualization
This chapter presents a remote detection technique using IP timestamp option that
could be used to detect full virtualization VM environment and contributing to the
VM vulnerability. IP timestamp option allows a requester to request timestamps
value from any machine that handles packets by specifying the machine’s IP
address. This chapter discusses the characteristic patterns for IP timestamps
received from the full virtualization VM environment and the comparison with IP
timestamps received from real machine.

4.1.

Overview
This test case served as the basic study to determine if network timestamp

could potentially still be used by attackers to remotely distinguish operating
environments such as VM and real machine.

Related work by [17] had proved that

IP and ICMP timestamp combinations could be used to remotely detect VM
environment by using the characteristic pattern of timing discrepancies between IP
and ICMP timestamps. Furthermore, 1/3 from hosts over the internet is set up to be
able to process IP and ICMP request [88]. Thus, assumption that there are numbers
of host that able to be remote scanned using IP and ICMP timestamp data were
made.
In [17], experiments were done to detect discrepancies of IP and ICMP
timestamps in two cases, which are when ICMP timestamp + 1 < IP timestamp and
when ICMP timestamp < IP timestamp. The experimental results in [17] showed
that discrepancies occurred only 0.12% from total 1,000,000 packets in the case
when ICMP timestamp + 1 < IP timestamp for real environment. However, for VMs,
discrepancies occurred in the range between 0.1% until 0.5% from total 1,000,000
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packets. On the other hand, in the case when ICMP timestamp < IP timestamp, the
study found out that 0% of discrepancies occurred from total 1,000,000 packets from
real environment and the range of 0% until 2.5% of discrepancies occurrence for
VMs.
Experiments in this research were done to validate the remote detection
method by using characteristic pattern differences between IP and ICMP
timestamps that were proposed in [17] in full virtualization VM environment.
However, the experiments data in this study showed that the result in [17] was not
reproducible when machine with higher performance was used. This research used
machine with 2.40 GHz clock speed while in [17], machine with 1.8 GHz clock speed
was used.
Since nowadays, machines with better CPU performance are increasingly
being used, new approaches are proposed in this dissertation to remotely detect the
operating environment. In experiments conducted for this chapter, both IP and
ICMP timestamps replies were obtained and compiled. However, the ICMP
information was obtained and compiled only for validation purposes of remote
detection using the method that was discussed in [17]. As mentioned above, the
results from the experiments done in this work showed that the IP and ICMP
timestamps in the same replied packets have the same value, thus only IP
timestamps data were used for further discussion in this dissertation. The
experiments for this chapter aim to determine either operating environment could
be detected using the following methods which are being proposed in this
dissertation:
1) Differences between 2 successive timestamps in the replied packets
2) How many times identical timestamps was stamped between the packets
When the target hosts use VM, some of the timestamps will show
discrepancies because VM sometimes interrupted timestamp operations to complete
other operations. The VM clock is managed by timer device emulation, which called
as VM switch and the differences in timestamps are bigger because VM operation
will be switched with other VM in the queue. On the other hand, in real machine
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environment, the timestamp difference could be very small since there is no
interruption in the process.
This research is focusing on finding possible way in using timestamp data to
detect the presence of VM. As the extension from the previous chapter, remote
detection technique for full virtualization VM that uses IP timestamp option is
discusses in this chapter. Experiments were conducted to obtain IP and ICMP
timestamps reply data using method that was explained in Chapter 3 to prove that
VM is detectable using timestamps discrepancies in full virtualization. However,
from the experiments, the results showed that the IP and ICMP timestamps in the
same replied packets have the same value, thus only IP timestamps data were used
for further discussion in this dissertation.
The experiments environment was a private cloud computing environment
that consists of full-virtualization VM and was set up in campus lab. Experiments
were done in the lab network environment to minimize interruption to the IP
timestamps data due to router clock skew. This research set up test environment
with high performance machine as a host to run 30 VMs in order to provide
maximum utilization for the machine in full virtualization technique. In the
experiments, packets were sent from stand-alone machine as measurer client to
target machine that host VMs and a real machine.

4.2.

Experiments Environment

A custom script was executed in the measurer machine to send packets to target
machine requesting for IP timestamps replies. These requests were repeated until
1,000,000 times. The IP packets data structure with IP timestamps request options
and ICMP request is shown in Figure 6 in Chapter 3. The physical experimental
environment that was set up for this experiment is shown in Figure 10. VM software
from VMWare and VM vSphere 5 were emulated in the VM environment as full
virtualization VM system and Linux Ubuntu 12.04 was emulated as the host OS for
the VMs.
The specifications for the experiment environment are shown in Table 2,
Table 3 and Table 4.
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Figure 10:

Experimental environment set up for real machine and 2 VMs

Table 2: Experiment environment for real OS
OS

Linux Ubuntu 12.04

CPU

Intel Xeon E5-2440

Memory

1GB

Hardware

Dell Power Edge
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Table 3: Experiment environment for VMWare
OS

Linux Ubuntu 12.04

Hypervisor

VMWare vSphere
Hypervisor (ESXi) 5.1.0

CPU

Intel Xeon E5-2440

Hardware

Dell Power Edge

Memory

(Virtual Allocation) 1GB

Storage

(Virtual IDE) HDD
16GB

Table 4:

Experiment environment for VirtualBox

OS

Linux Ubuntu 12.04

Hypervisor

Oracle Virtual Box
4.3.12

CPU

Intel Xeon E5-2440

Hardware

Dell Power Edge

Memory

(Virtual Allocation) 1GB

Storage

(Virtual IDE) HDD
16GB

1,000,000 times of request packets were constantly sent to the target
machines in order to measure the differences in timestamps reply characteristic
received from real machine and VM. The differences were measured to the nearest
microsecond. For the target machine in the experiments, high performance Intel(R)
Xeon(R) Processor E5-2440 with 6 cores and 2.40GHz clock speed were used.
Timestamps replies that were received at the measurer machine were
compiled to the nearest microsecond as data in a CSV file. In the case of VM, since
there will be VM interface between the CPU and the network interface, it is
expected that there will be a small delay in issuing the timestamps between the
requests. On the other hand, it will not be an issue in real machine since it will only
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have CPU and network interface interactions. Thus, as the results from analyzing
and comparing the timestamp replies data between VM and real machine, it is
expected that the timestamps value from VM will change more frequently compared
to the timestamp replies from real machine.

4.3.

Experimental Results
In this study, testing was performed using high performance machine with

clock speed of 2.40 GHz and implementing full virtualization technique using
VMWare ESX and VirtualBox. The timestamps reply consists of 32 bits but only
could be display in 8 digits of timestamps in hexadecimal and 10 digits of timestamp
in decimal number. The collected IP timestamps data were analyzed to determine
its characteristic behavior. In the data analysis, this research defines n as count for
how many times same timestamps were replied from the targeted machines. For
real machine, 62% of the timestamps replies were 5 times of the same timestamps
value and 25% of the timestamps replies were 4 times of the same timestamps value.
However, for VM environments the behavior of timestamp stampings is different
from the real machine where lesser same timestamps were sent as replies when the
timestamps reply packets were sent to the requestor. The behavior pattern
differences in these experiments are as shown in Table 5. Percentage of same
timestamps that were stamped are shown in Table 6. Figure 11 shows the
comparison of real environment and VM environments on how many time the same
timestamps replies were observed. In real machine, more than 60% of timestamps
are stamped for 5 times. In contrast, this research could see that there were no 5
times same timestamps replies in VirtualBox and VMWare ESX.
The reason is that VM sometimes interrupted timestamps operations to
complete other operations and make the time taken to complete job longer than real
machine. Even though in full virtualization that simplifies migration and portability,
the remote detection by using IP timestamps packet reply still could be observed
and this could reveal the environment that one system is running on. Malware will
be able to detect the environment that they are running on and could choose not to
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run at all or manipulate the running environments for the attack. Full
virtualization offers the best isolation and security for virtual machines,

Table 5: Portion of collected IP timestamps information
IP timestamp (millisecond)
Count

Real Machine

VirtualBox

VMWare

n

xxx72359

xxx20763

xxx68337

n+1

xxx72359

xxx20766

xxx68338

n+2

xxx72359

xxx20767

xxx68339

n+3

xxx72360

xxx20768

xxx68339

n+4

xxx72360

xxx20769

xxx68339

n+5

xxx72360

xxx20769

xxx68340

n+6

xxx72360

xxx20770

xxx68340

n+7

xxx72361

xxx20771

xxx68341

n+8

xxx72361

xxx20772

xxx68342

n+9

xxx72362

xxx20773

xxx68343

n+10

xxx72362

xxx20775

xxx68344

n+11

xxx72362

xxx20775

xxx68344

n+12

xxx72363

xxx20776

xxx68344

n+13

xxx72363

xxx20776

xxx68345

n+14

xxx72363

xxx20777

xxx68346

n+15

xxx72363

xxx20778

xxx68346

n+16

xxx72363

xxx20779

xxx68347

n+17

xxx72364

xxx20780

xxx68347

n+18

xxx72364

xxx20781

xxx68348

n+19

xxx72364

xxx20782

xxx68349
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Table 6: Percentage of same timestamps that were stamped
Count N

Real Machine
(%)

VirtualBox
(%)

VMWare
(%)

7

2

0

0

6

3

0

0

5

62

0

0

4

25

1

36

3

5

19

55

2

2

47

7

1

0

33

2

Rate

Frequency stamping same timestamps

0.7
0.6
0.5

Real Machine

0.4

VirtualBox

0.3

Vmware
VMWare

0.2
0.1

0

Figure 11:

2

4
Same timestamps (times)

6

8

Count for same timestamps reply for Real Machine, VirtualBox and
VMWare

however, remote detection by using network timestamps need to be addressed to
resolve the VM vulnerability. Since that machine that was used to install the VM is
continuously improved, the difference according to performance might be different.
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More tests need to be done constantly and periodically to verify the current situation
and detect vulnerability.

4.4.

Concluding Remarks
Building a transparent VM is still a difficult task, as shown from the results

of this research where remote detection method was discovered even for full
virtualization VM technique. How VM could be detected has significant value that
requires extensive studies and research in order to prevent any security loop holes
that could exploit the vulnerability of VM including security holes that caused by
any possible detection method. By analyzing all possible detection methods, which
will be the ideal expectation, countermeasures could be proposed and implemented
for creating better secured VM in cloud computing environment.
This study explores detection methods by looking at it from the perspective of
detecting full virtualization VM existence by performing timestamps analysis using
IP timestamp option, in order for that vulnerability in detecting VM existence from
timestamps data could be addressed. This research shows that behavior between IP
timestamps packets reply from the most popular technique of choice, VMWare ESX
and VirtualBox could be differentiated remotely and this could be potentially used
as a VM detection method. As future work, researches could be done to perform
more tests using various machines and also in grid and cloud test bed to get more
data characteristics for comprehensive analysis.
Based on the discussion in this chapter, it shows that the characteristic of
timestamps patterns is different for VM and real machine. In the next chapter,
based on the finding in this chapter, a mechanism will be proposed to change
timestamps replies in real machine in order to make it look similar with VM’s
timestamps characteristic pattern. This mechanism should be able to hide the
differences between timestamps replies from VM and non-VM and prevent it from
being used as method to detect either that the machine is running on VM
environment or not. Based on this research, future research about malware
behavior and its relationship with VM remote detection for virtualizing
environments could be studied. Thus, it is the goal of this dissertation to open up
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various scenarios in virtualization implementation and the consideration to obtain
various characteristic of data for future researches in this field.
The results will contribute on providing more secure cloud computing
services. The approach that was proposed will contribute to the prevention of VM
environment detection based on remote timestamps replies. This approach will
decrease the possible detection method that could lead to manipulation of cloud
computing environment and the possible attack vector. This finding also could be
applied to cloud computing security policy framework for cloud computing.
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CHAPTER 5
Proposed Countermeasure for Virtual
Machines Detection Methods Using IP
Timestamps Pattern Characteristic
This chapter presents a method for detecting VM environments by remotely detect a
VM without installing any program on the target machine. It works by analyzing
the pattern of IP timestamps in replies sent from the target machine to determine
whether the target machine is a real machine or a VM. This chapter gives a brief
overview of proposed counter measure to resolve the operating environment
detection method using IP timestamps pattern characteristic.

5.1.

Overview
Remote VM detection method works by exploiting the IP timestamp

information in the reply packets from the VM. By analyzing the pattern of the IP
timestamps, it can reveal the presence of a VM. The IP timestamp is an optional
extension to the IP header that allows the sender to request timestamp values from
any machine that handles the packet by specifying its IP address [89]. The IP
timestamp option has three modes available:


Collect timestamps from each device; space in the header is available for
up to nine devices.



Collect the IP address and up to four timestamps from each device



Specify in advance up to four IP addresses from which a timestamp is
requested.

Here, the third mode was chosen to be implemented, because the target host
IP address in the controlled environment of the experiments could be set up in
advanced. Another reason for selecting this option is that it is conveniently available
in the Linux ping command that used in the program that used in this experiment.
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In [17], it was observed that the IP and ICMP timestamp patterns could be
differentiated by analyzing the IP and ICMP timestamps in 1,000,000 packets sent
back as replies from the target VM. Thus, it is concluded that 1,000,000 IP
timestamps from the target machines would be sufficient for observing the
differences in IP timestamps patterns between the target machines. In this chapter,
experiments were conducted to obtained IP and ICMP timestamps data from 3
major hypervisors which are VMWare, VirtualBox and Xen to be used for
implementation of proposed modification. In the experiments conducted, both IP
and ICMP timestamps replies were obtained and compiled. However, the ICMP
information was obtained and compiled only for validation purposes of remote
detection using the method that was discussed in [17]. From the experiments, the
results showed that the IP and ICMP timestamps in the same replied packets have
the same value, thus only IP timestamps data were used for further discussion in
this dissertation.

5.2.

Proposed Remote Detection method and Countermeasure
In client test, 1,000,000 consecutive non-suspicious packets were sent that

had the IP timestamp option enabled to the target machines. To avoid the request
queue from being flooded, request packets was sent after the previous packet reply
was received. The reply packets from the target machines included the IP
timestamp information, i.e., the time in the target machine when the reply packet
was generated. The data structure of the sent IP packet is shown in Figure 6 in
Chapter 3.
The reply packets from the target clients and their IP timestamps were
analyzed to determine if there was any distinguishable pattern characteristic
between the target machines. In the same way as shown in [17], [90], IP timestamp
patterns of the VMs from the real machine could be distinguished.
Distribution graphs were plotted on the basis of the timestamp pattern
differences identified in the experiment. Then, a solution devised using the delay
modification technique, wherein real machines are made to show the same IP
timestamp reply pattern as the VM, thereby eliminating any chance differentiating
between VMs and real machines within the network by using IP timestamp
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patterns. This countermeasure should be implemented in the real machine rather
than the VM mainly because VMs work by time-sharing host physical hardware and
it is impossible for a VM to duplicate the timing activity of a physical machine even
if it uses several techniques to minimize and conceal differences in timing
performance [91].
The modification was implemented in the time-stamping process in a real
machine to create delays in the timestamps in the reply packets. When the packets
with the IP timestamp option arrive at the real machine, they are delayed using the
countermeasure before being forwarded to OS for processing. The delay is
implemented by adjusting the mean number of repetitions of the same IP timestamp
in the real machine to match those in the VMs. The following notation will be used
to describe our method to calculate the mean number of repetitions of the same IP
timestamp of the real machine and the VMs.

ri: number of identical timestamps in the i-th run of a real machine
(= i-th run length of identical timestamps)

rj: number of identical timestamps in the j-th run of a virtual machine
(= j-th run length of identical timestamps)

nr, nv : number of runs of repetitions of the same timestamp for a real machine and
virtual machine, respectively

Rr, Rv : mean run length for a real machine and virtual machine, respectively
tr, tv : mean interval time between successive packets from a real machine and
virtual machine, respectively.
The mean run lengths, Rr and Rv, are calculated formulas follows.
nv

nr

Rr 

r
i 1

nr

i

, Rv 

r
j 1

nv

j

.

Then, the mean interval times between packets with consecutive identical
timestamps are t r  1 (millisecond) and t v  1 (millisecond), and the delay time is
Rr

Rv

Δt  tv  t r . By delaying all the packet replies for Δt, the peak position in the graph
of the modified run length of identical timestamp packets for a real machine
coincides with the peak position for each virtual machine.
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However, the rate of the modified mean run lengths will concentrate around
the peak position and the rate in the neighborhood of the peak position will be too
low because this research set the delay to be constant. To avoid such a concentration,
the delay times around 15 ~ 25% of randomly selected identical timestamps in reply
packets are modified to 0 ~ 0.5  t and 2   t ~ 4  t. Prediction that the graph of the
modified mean run a length of identical timestamp packets from the real machine
would almost coincide with those of the VMs was made. The proposed modification
is shown in Figure 12.
The experiments showed that by implementing this technique, IP
timestamps differences for a real machine and VM could be eliminated. That means
the VM and real machines could no longer be distinguished by remotely detecting
their IP timestamps.

Figure 12: Proposed modification technique
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5.3.

Experimental Design and Measurement Methodology
The experiment was conducted on a high-performance Dell Power Edge

server equipped with an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2440. XenServer 6.5 SP1, Oracle
VirtualBox 4.3.12, and VMWare vSphere Hypervisor (ESXi) 5.1.0, all major
commercial hypervisor products, were implemented to host the VM test machines.
Open source Linux Ubuntu 12.04 with 1GB of virtual memory and IDE HDD with
16GB of virtual storage was used as the guest OS in the hypervisors and as the VM
measurement targets. A machine running with Ubuntu Linux as the OS and Intel
Core i3 540 as the CPU with 2.8GB of RAM was used as the real machine
measurement target. A measurer machine was set up to send request packets with
the IP timestamp option to the measurement target machines. The measurement
target machines and the measurer machine were connected to each other via
Ethernet. The experimental environment is shown in Figure 7 in Chapter 3. The
physical experimental environment to obtain IP timestamps characteristic pattern
are shown in Figure 13. Data that was obtained in this experiments were used to
reflect the proposed modification technique to validate if the proposed modification
technique is applicable.
Each VM consisted of the minimum software base of GNU Linux running on
12.04. The utilization of each VM test environment was set up to 80% and more. The
experiments were conducted by sending request packets with the IP timestamp
option enabled in the header after the previous timestamp reply was received by the
measurer machine. Although IP timestamps can be used with any type of IP packet,
this research only explored the attachment of the IP option and sent it with ICMP
packets due to their convenient availability in the Linux ping command. We sent
non-suspicious packets to the target host machine in order to make sure they would
not be dropped or denied by the network or devices.
As many as 1,000,000 packets were continuously sent from the test client
machine to each target machine. The packets were sent from the test client machine
by executing a customized script developed for this experiment. The next request
packet of the client test machine was only sent to the target host once the measurer
machine had received the reply for the previous packet request. The timestamp
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Figure 13:

Experimental environment set up for real machine and 3 VMs

information in the reply packets from the target machine was recorded and
compiled. The IP timestamps were analyzed in decimal units to the nearest
millisecond. Milliseconds was chosen as the unit for analysis as it is the standard
unit for the timestamp in the IP packet [80]. Each target operating system added its
timestamp, and the timestamps in the packets were not affected by the network
until they reached the client machine. Thus, accurate timestamps were obtained
from the target guests.
Finally, the IP timestamp information from the measurement target machines
was analyzed and distribution graphs were plotted in order to observe the
differences between the timestamps of the target guests. After that, this research
implemented timestamp modification technique that proposed in this dissertation
based on the distribution graphs and tested it to confirm its usability. A study by
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Kohno has proven that the clock skew is independent of the access topology,
regardless of whether the hosts use random or constant IP addresses [16].
Therefore, for these experiments, this research used a controlled environment
with an Ethernet connection in our laboratory to eliminate the network latency
issue. Note that the characteristics of the data might vary from machine to machine,
from one hypervisor technology to another, and with changes in the implementation
environment. Hence, this research plan to conduct more tests in different
experiment environments to get more data with which can improve the
implementation of the modification.

5.4.

Data Analysis
The research presented in this paper are an extension to work in [90], [92] for

testing and analyzing the network timestamps discrepancies of major VM products
and thus strengthens contention that timestamps could be used for remotely
detecting VM environments. In this research, non-suspicious packets were sent to
the target host machines in order to make sure the packets would not be dropped or
denied by the network or devices. This research then analyzed the reply packets to
determine whether there were any behavior differences between VMs and real
machines. The results showing that there are indeed such differences supported our
hypothesis that VM environments could be remotely detected by analyzing the
timestamp reply patterns.
This research analyzed the collected data to understand the differences
between the time-stamping behaviors of the target hosts. The timestamps were
extracted from the reply packets from each target host in the test client machines.
Table 7 shows a portion of the IP timestamp data that was collected.
The count information means the sequence of packets sent to the target
machines. The shown sequence runs from the first packet sent, n, until the 20th
packet, n+19. In particular, for the real machine, the timestamps in the first three
reply packets were the same, and those in the next five packets timestamp were also
the same. Figure 14 shows how many times the same timestamps were stamped in
the sequence of reply packets from the target hosts.
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The percentage of identical timestamps from the real machine is obviously higher
than those from the VM. This behavior occurred throughout the collected IP
timestamp data. Table 8 shows the results of the analysis of all 1,000,000 reply
packets from the real machine and VMs.

Table 7: Portion of collected IP timestamps information

Count

IP Timestamp (millisecond)
Real Machine

Xen

VirtualBox

VMWare

n

xxx81920

xxx38539

xxx70653

xxx77867

n+1

xxx81920

xxx38541

xxx70656

xxx77868

n+2

xxx81920

xxx38543

xxx70657

xxx77869

n+3

xxx81921

xxx38546

xxx70658

xxx77869

n+4

xxx81921

xxx38548

xxx70659

xxx77869

n+5

xxx81921

xxx38552

xxx70659

xxx77870

n+6

xxx81921

xxx38553

xxx70660

xxx77870

n+7

xxx81921

xxx38645

xxx70660

xxx77870

n+8

xxx81922

xxx38647

xxx70660

xxx77871

n+9

xxx81922

xxx38650

xxx70661

xxx77871

n+10

xxx81922

xxx38652

xxx70662

xxx77871

n+11

xxx81922

xxx38654

xxx70662

xxx77872

n+12

xxx81923

xxx38656

xxx70663

xxx77872

n+13

xxx81923

xxx38659

xxx70665

xxx77872

n+14

xxx81923

xxx38660

xxx70666

xxx77873

n+15

xxx81923

xxx38663

xxx70666

xxx77873

n+16

xxx81923

xxx38665

xxx70668

xxx77873

n+17

xxx81924

xxx38667

xxx70668

xxx77873

n+18

xxx81924

xxx38669

xxx70669

xxx77874

n+19

xxx81924

xxx38672

xxx70669

xxx77874
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Timestamps stamping

Rate
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
1

2

3

Real Machine

4

5
6
7
Count of same timestamps
VirtualBox
VMware

Xen

Figure 14: Analysis of IP timestamp behavior pattern of target machines
in real machine, Xen, VirtualBox and VMWare

Table 8:

Percentages of identical IP timestamps for real machine and VM

How many times
the
same
IP
time-stamp
was
stamped

Real Machine
(%)

Xen
(%)

VirtualBox
(%)

VMWare
(%)

1

0.99

98.71

29.52

1.95

2

0.99

0.48

47.37

10.87

3

7.64

0.42

22.21

57.64

4

33.90

0.34

0.80

29.35

5

52.20

0.05

0.04

0.19

6

2.79

0

0.06

0

7

1.49

0

0

0
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Table 9: Mean number of packets with the same timestamps
Host

Real
Machine

Xen

VirtualBox

VMWare

Mean number of repetitions of the
same timestamp in the reply
packets

4.50

1.03

1.95

3.15

Mean number of repetitions of the same IP timestamps in the reply packets
from the real machine and the VMs was calculated. As shown in Table 9, the mean
values reveal significant differences in the IP timestamp patterns.
The real machine had a mean of almost 4.50 repetitions of the same
timestamp, while the VM target hosts had smaller mean repetition values.
Accordingly, it could be determined that VMs and real machine had
significant differences in their IP timestamp behaviors. These results support this
dissertation hypothesis that since VM packets are handled via hypervisor,
timestamp delays will occur in the reply packets from the VM environment.
Furthermore, as expected, different hypervisor technologies had different
timestamp behavior patterns.
Thus, VMs could be remotely detected by using the IP timestamp pattern
behavior, and each VM technology had its own mean values and pattern of
timestamps. Findings in this research are limited to the testing environments that
were established in a controlled environment. More characteristic of pattern will be
obtained in the future by performing more testing on various machines and
implementation technologies that could be done as future work. The findings will be
recorded and shared for references. Comprehensive framework will be proposed
when enough data could be gathered for more comprehensive analysis.

5.5.

Modification of Delay in Real Machine Environment
Numerical experiments were performed to determine the effectiveness of

proposed countermeasure of imposing delays in the real machine in order to
camouflage it within the IP timestamp behavior patterns of the VMs. The
experimental results, shown in Figure 15 (a), (b) and (c), indicated that the real
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machine could emulate the IP timestamp behaviors of the VMs. Therefore, such a
such a modification could possibly be used as a countermeasure to prevent attackers
or malware from remotely detecting VMs by exploiting the difference in IP
timestamp behavior.

Rate

Modified to Xen

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
1

2

3

4

Real Machine

Xen

5
6
7
Count of same timestamps
Modified_Xen

Figure 15 (a). Technique to match IP timestamp behavior of Xen

Modified to VirtualBox

Rate
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
1

2

Real Machine

3

4

5
6
7
Count of same timestamps

VirtualBox

Modified_VBox

Figure 15 (b). Technique to match IP timestamp behavior of VirtualBox
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Modified VMWare

Rate
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Count of same timestamps
Real Machine

VMware

Modified_VMWare

Figure 15 (c). Technique to match IP timestamp behavior of VMWare

5.6. Considerations
In this research, way to determine whether the running environment is a VM
or real one was devised by exploiting the differences between the patterns of
network timestamps and used it to detect the presence of VMs in a cloud computing
environment. In this proposed method, packets that included IP timestamp option
requests were sent from the client test machine to target VM hosts. Packets reply
were collected packets from the target hosts and analyzed as to their behavior.
Pattern of reply of timestamp information from a VM was predicted would be
different from that of a real machine. The reason is that VMs sometimes interrupt
timestamp operations to complete other operations. The time differences in the
timestamps of the reply packets would thus be larger than in a real machine
because a VM sometimes stops operation so that other VMs in the queue can
operate and the VM clocks are managed with a timer device emulation called a VM
switch. In the experiment, the collected IP timestamp data were in milliseconds as
used in the IP timestamp specification.
As per this research hypothesis, the real machine added timestamps more
frequently than the VMs did. The real machine can be camouflaged by making its IP
timestamp reply pattern indistinguishable from those of the VMs. The research
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presented here is an extension of research in [92],[90] to testing and analyzing
major VM products and thus strengthens our conclusions in those papers.
Countermeasure also was proposed wherein the timestamps in the real machine are
modified to match those of the VMs. This countermeasure ensures that the VMs and
real machines in the same cloud can no longer be distinguished by exploiting the IP
timestamp remote detection.

5.7.

Concluding Remarks
Building a transparent VM is still a difficult task; the question of how VMs

can be detected is a critical one that requires extensive s research in order to
prevent any security loop holes that could exploit the vulnerabilities of VMs,
including security holes caused by any possible detection method. VM detection is a
prelude to an attack if no countermeasure can be found. Ideally, by analyzing all
possible detection methods, countermeasures could be devised for making VMs more
secure.
This study explored the possibility of such a detection method from the
perspective of detecting the VM’s existence by performing timestamp analysis in full
and para-virtualization using the IP timestamp option. This research shows that
the behavior of IP timestamps in the reply packets from the most popular technique
of choice, i.e., VMWare ESX, VirtualBox, and Xen, could be differentiated remotely
and could be potentially used as a VM detection method. Our findings that
timestamps in reply packs from VMs are different from those of real machines then
were made the basis for a delay mechanism to make timestamps in the real machine
look similar those of the VMs.
This mechanism should make it impossible to detect whether or not the
machine is a VM. In this research, VMs could be detected remotely even when they
were running on a high-performance server with an Intel processor in a
high-performance cloud computing environment was proved. Countermeasure in
which a delay is imposed in the real machine in order to camouflage the IP
timestamp behavior patterns also was proposed.
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Mobile devices such as smartphones will have other characteristic pattern
and delay also should be implemented in their timestamp stamping operations to
camouflage the existence of a mobile devices environment as well. Proposal of
countermeasure that are made in this dissertation will decrease the chances of
detection that could lead to malicious manipulation of VMs in cloud computing
environment and vice versa and also eliminates a possible attack vector.
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CHAPTER 6
Characteristic

Patterns

of

Timestamps

from from Android Operating System on
Mobile Device and Virtual Machine
This chapter gives a brief overview of characteristic patterns of timestamps from
Android operating system on mobile device and comparison with VM.

6.1.

Overview
In this chapter, the analysis of characteristic patterns of IP and ICMP

timestamps from Android OS running on mobile device and VM environment are
presented. In the experiments conducted, both IP and ICMP timestamps replies
were obtained and compiled. However, the ICMP information was obtained and
compiled only for validation purposes of remote detection using method that was
discussed in [17]. From the experiments, the results showed that the IP and ICMP
timestamps in the same replied packets have the same value, thus only IP
timestamps data were used for further discussion in this dissertation. From the
findings, mobile device and VM environment proven could be distinguished by
examining characteristic patterns of IP timestamps characteristic patterns using
methods that were proposed in this research. Such characteristic could be exploited
by malware in hiding its malicious programs upon detecting the VM environment.
In [92], timestamps behavior for VM hypervisors was checked. In the study,
IP timestamp information received from VMs proven to exhibit different behaviors
compared the IP timestamps from a real machine (PC). In [90], IP timestamp
patterns for the full virtualization hypervisor was proved to show distinguishable
differences between real machines (PC) and VM. On the other hand, in mobile
devices case, timestamp discrepancy could occur due to limited resources such as
processing power in the devices. As the result, bigger different between timestamp
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tb and timestamp ta could be observed. The comparison of characteristic patterns of
IP and ICMP timestamps for Android OS running on mobile device and VMs are not
addressed comprehensively yet.
Thus in this research, tests were conducted to verify the characteristic
patterns of timestamps from Android OS on mobile device and VMs. Since VMs are
normally operated in high performance machines and mobile devices such as
smartphone are constrained by their limited resources, prediction had been made
that differences of characteristic patterns of timestamps could be observed clearly.
Therefore, by using the characteristic patterns, Android OS on mobile device VM
could be differentiated. Mobile platforms grow increasingly in popularity that
contributes to bigger incentives for attackers. As a result, mobile attack become
rapidly increasing in number and more sophisticated. In this experiment,
information about characteristic pattern of remote detection using IP and ICMP
timestamps as per method that was explained in chapter 3, 4 and 5 were gathered.
In the years where mobile devices are widely being used, malware creator
would want to detect if they are running in mobile environment that still have
minimum security measure implemented to make sure their existence will not be
revealed and they can maximize their benefit from their malicious activity in mobile
device. With the expand usage of mobile phone, the remote detection method of
operating environment could be one great potential of vulnerability in cyber security
attack.
Thus, this study could be considered as study that addresses the security
issue for mobile device that using Android as OS that are most being used. This
study could provide a basic study that could contribute in building the integrated
security solution for smart device which also consider passive remote detection
method of android operating environment that could enable the malware to not
reveal their malicious behavior whenever they are not in android operating
environment to skip the security test such as malware scanning procedure that
majority being implemented in VM environment.
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6.2.

Experimental Environment

In the experiments, packets that request both IP and ICMP timestamps from
measurer machine was sent to the target machines which includes Android OS
operated as emulator in mobile device and VM running Android OS. The
experiments environment to determine characteristic patterns of timestamps from
Android operating system on mobile device and VMs is shown in Figure 16.
A measurer machine running with open source Linux Ubuntu 12.04 as the
OS and Intel Core i3 540 as the CPU with 2.8GB of RAM was set up to send packets
with the timestamp option to the measurement target machines. High-performance
Dell Power Edge server with Intel Xeon CPU E5-2440 and 2.40 GHz clock speed was
used to host the VM target machine.

Major hypervisor products, [93], i.e.,

VMWare[94], Oracle VirtualBox[95] and Xen[96] were implemented in the

Figure 16: Experimental environment for Android OS on mobile device and Android
as emulator in VMs
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experiments as emulators environment for Android OS. Open source Android
Lollipop 5.0.2 with 1GB of virtual memory and IDE HDD with 16GB of virtual
storage was set up as the Android OS on the VMs and tests were done accordingly.
As for the measurement target mobile device, Android was installed on Sony Xperia
SO-04E and tests were done separately on 4 different Android versions which are
Android Ice Cream Sandwich 4.0.4, Android Jelly Bean 4.2.2, Android KitKat 4.4.4,
and Android Lollipop 5.0.2.
Timestamps request packets were sent from the measurer machine by
executing customized script developed for this experiment. Figure 17 shown the
mechanism of timestamps distribution collection. The measurer machine collects
the timestamps information in the replied packets received from the measurement
target machines. The target machines and the measurer machine were connected
using Wi-Fi that set up in laboratory. C language scripts were written to send

Request timestamps

Send timestamps response

Collect timestamps distribution
Figure 17:

Timestamps distribution collection mechanism
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packets to request for IP and ICMP packets reply with timestamp option from the
client machine to the target machines. In this research, non-suspicious packets sent
to the target machines in order to make sure the packets would not be dropped or
denied by the network or devices. CPU busy ratio of each target machine was set up
and maintained at 80% in order to emulate the normal usage of the machines.
As many as 1,000,000 packets were continuously sent from the measurer
machine to each target machine by executing the developed C language scripts. The
next packet from the measurer machine was only sent to the target machines once
the measurer machine had received the reply for the previous packet. In the
experiment environment, the timestamps in the packets from the target machines
were not affected by the network until they reached the measurer machine. Thus,
accurate timestamps were obtained from the target machines. The timestamp
information in the reply packets from the target machines were recorded and
compiled. The IP and ICMP timestamps from the compiled data were analyzed in
decimal units to the nearest millisecond. Milliseconds was chosen as the unit for
analysis as it is the standard unit for the timestamp in the IP packet [80]. Also, RFC
792 imposes a 1 milliseconds resolution to the ICMP timestamps and, since we use
active requests for them, sufficient timestamps can be collected in a short amount of
time, which makes the method feasible for fast identification.
The data were analyzed by examining the difference of timestamp between
successive packets that were received from the target machines. This research also
examines deviation of IP and ICMP timestamps in 1 packet. From the analyzed data,
graphs of the timestamps difference in value, rate of the occurrence and IP and
ICMP deviation were plotted to investigate the characteristic pattern differences of
IP and ICMP timestamps from each target machine respectively.

6.3.

Limitations
A study by Kohno had proven that the clock skew is independent of the

access topology, regardless of whether the hosts use random or constant IP
addresses [16]. Therefore, for our experiments, this research used a controlled
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environment that was set up in our laboratory to eliminate the network latency
issue. Note that the characteristics of the data might vary from device to device,
from one VM technology to another, and with changes in the implementation
environment. Latency issue was not addressed in this research. This research
hypothesized that a VM environment could be detected by comparing the behavior
patterns of IP and ICMP timestamps sent from VM target hosts and with the IP
timestamps of mobile devices that are using Android as OS within the same
environment.

6.4.

Results Analysis
The collected data was analyzed to understand the time-stamping pattern

behaviors of the target machines. Table 10 shows a sample of a portion of IP and
ICMP timestamp data for the 15 count sequence, from n th to (n+14) th packet.
1,000,000 IP and ICMP timestamp data were collected from all the target machines.
Based on the collected data, the differences of ICMP timestamps value between
(n+1) th – n th were calculated for all the count sequence data. The differences of
timestamps in the sequence were compiled to find the distribution of difference
successive timestamps in order to find the characteristic of the timestamps reply
from the target machines.
Distribution graphs were plotted in order to observe the differences between
the timestamps of the target machines. Figure 18 (a), (b), (c), (d) are the distribution
patterns of the difference value between the timestamps from the mobile device
target machine on which 4 versions of Android OS are operated and the
reoccurrence rate in the 1,000,000 ICMP timestamp data.
Based on the distribution graph, the peak of reoccurrence rate for timestamp
difference for Android Ice Cream Sandwich 4.0.4 and Android Jelly Bean 4.2.2 is 2
and 3 milliseconds. While for Android KitKat 4.4.4, and Android Lollipop 5.0.2 the
peak is 2, 3 and 4 milliseconds. From this results, This research could observe that
pattern characteristic for 4 versions of Android in Wi-Fi environments are quite
similar, where the peak of reoccurrence rate for the difference of timestamps value
in the sequence are 2, 3 and 4 milliseconds.
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Table 10:

Portion of collected IP and ICMP timestamp information
IP and ICMP timestamp (millisecond)
Difference of
successive
ICMP
timestamps

Different
between IP and
ICMP
timestamps

Count

IP Timestamps

ICMP
Timestamps

n

25567551

25567551

Nil

Nil

n+1

25567556

25567556

5

0

n+2

25567560

25567560

4

0

n+3

25567566

25567566

6

0

n+4

25567571

25567571

5

0

n+5

25567575

25567575

4

0

n+6

25567579

25567579

4

0

n+7

25567584

25567584

5

0

n+8

25567592

25567592

8

0

n+9

25567595

25567595

3

0

n+10

25567599

25567599

4

0

n+11

25567602

25567602

3

0

n+12

25567605

25567606

3

1

n+13

25567618

25567618

13

0

n+14

25567626

25567626

8

0
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Figure 18 (a): Timestamp difference distribution of
Android Ice Cream sandwich 4.0.4
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Figure 18 (b):

Timestamp difference distribution of
Android Jelly Bean 4.2.2
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Timestamp difference distribution of
Android KitKat 4.4.4
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Figure 18 (d): Timestamp difference distribution of
Android Lollipop 5.0.2
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Figure 19: Timestamps difference distributions for 4 versions of Android

Figure 19 shows the compilation of distribution patterns for all 4 tested
Android versions. The distribution patterns show that all Android versions that
were used in the experiments were not stamping any same timestamp in 1
millisecond time frame. This is due to the mobile device constrain, which are limited
processing power.
Figure 20 shows the compilation of distribution patterns for Android Lollipop 5.0.2
that was installed in the target VMs. It shows the distribution patterns of the
difference between successive timestamps from the VMs target machine and the
reoccurrence rate in 1,000,000 ICMP timestamp data. In Figure 20, observation that
can be made is, the peaks for the reoccurrence rate are at 0 for all the VMs. 70% of
the timestamps from Xen and VMWare have the same value as the timestamps
from the previous sequence packets, where (n+1) th – n th = 0, while 50% of the
timestamps from VirtualBox have the same value as the timestamps from the
previous packets.
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Timestamps differences when Android installed as emulator
on different types of VMs

From the distributions graphs in Figure 19 and 20, this research could notice
a compelling different of the characteristic patterns of IP timestamps from Android
OS running on mobile device environment and VMs.
Further data analysis also shows that the data for IP and ICMP timestamps
from the mobile device replicated the phenomenon as per study completed in [17],
where different IP and ICMP timestamps in the same packet could be observed. As
displayed in Figure 21, 3.31% of the packets from the Android KitKat 4.4.4 give
difference value of 1 millisecond between the value of IP and ICMP timestamps in
the same packet. Same characteristic was detected in 2.69 % of the received packets
from Android Lollipop 5.0.2, 2.57 % from Android Ice Cream Sandwich 4.0.4 and
2.21% from Android Jelly Bean 4.2.2.
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Figure 21: IP and ICMP timestamps differences for 4 versions of Android

6.5.

Concluding Remarks
This research could clearly observe that characteristic patterns of

timestamps from Android OS on mobile device and VMs are distinguishable.
Experiments were conducted to gather and analyze data to determine the difference
of successive ICMP timestamps and reoccurrence rate for timestamp difference for
Android. This research observed that the timestamps differences between
timestamp and the successive timestamps in mobile device are 2, 3 and 4 in 4
versions of Android OSs. Meanwhile, for the latest version of Android OS in major
hypervisor products, experiments conducted in this dissertation found out that the
difference is almost 0 for timestamps differences between timestamp and the
successive timestamp.
The results also showed that IP and ICMP timestamps were deviates for the
timestamps replied from mobile device installed with Android OS. This
characteristic could not be observed in the packets replied from the VMs target
machine because of the high performance machine that used to host VM. Due to this
different in characteristic patterns of IP and ICMP timestamps, this research had
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proved hypothesis that IP and ICMP timestamps pattern characteristic could be
used in detecting either the target machine is running Android on VM environment
or on mobile devices, therefore enabling the detection of VM environment.
This research also showed that machine performance could be exploited in
detecting the environment in which Android OS is running. Thus, mobile devices
that have limitation in performance need to address this issue which could become
vulnerability for the mobile devices with Android OS.
Wireless local area networks (WLANs) or hotspots [97] or commonly known
as “Wi-Fi” [98] provides a convenient, cost-effective means for network connectivity
in designated areas. With the changing mobile computing landscape that empowers
mobile device users to access on-line on the go through this Wi-Fi., it is vital for
security related studies to be performed in such environment. Concerns regarding
security and privacy with the expanding usage of Wi-Fi discussed in various studies
[99-101].
Furthermore, with the current trend of Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) to
workplace, employees are bringing their personal mobile devices to access
applications and corporate data in the corporate internal network. This could cause
security issue within the corporation. Mobile device could be affected with the
malware or spoofing tools in non-secure Wi-Fi connection and when it access the
corporation environment, malware could start stealing the information within the
corporation [102, 103].
This research had shown that IP and ICMP timestamps could be used in
differencing between Android in mobile device and VM environment. VMs are
normally installed on high performance machine in cloud computing environment
whereas mobile devices have limited resources such as the processing power. Due to
this, it creates different characteristic patterns of IP and ICMP timestamps in the
replied packets from Android OS on mobile device and VMs. This scenario could be
used by malware to differentiate the Android OS running environment.
In such scenario where the infected mobile device is connected to corporate
internal network, the detection method using IP and ICMP timestamps could be
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used in sniffing the internal network to avoid from infecting Android OS
implemented in VMs while targeting only Android in mobile devices. This could
create security issue within the corporation. Similar method could also be used by
malware in hiding its malicious behavior from being detected by security services
running on VM, for example by connecting to a command and control server and
gathering the IP and ICMP of the running environment.
In conclusion, from results in this research, this study showed that Android
OS running on mobile device could create security loophole that can be exploited by
attackers. Thus as future works in this study, researchers will need to focus not only
developing in VM environment that emulates the Android operating system but also
emulating the special characteristic of mobile devices such as the IP and ICMP
timestamp characteristic pattern that was shown in this research. The gap between
applications running on real machine mobile devices should be addressed by making
the distribution of timestamps characteristic pattern resolved.
Modification in timestamps reply could be implemented for other
environment which is, in this case is VM to meet the characteristic pattern of
timestamps distribution of mobile devices as well. In this mobile device case, when
the distribution patterns for mobile devices proven to be slower compared to the
VMs, the modification that could be implemented in the time-stamping process in a
VMs to create delays in the timestamps in the reply packets are proposed. When the
packets with the IP timestamp option arrive at the VMs, they should delay using
the countermeasure before being forwarded to OS for processing. The delay could be
implemented by adjusting the mean number of repetitions of the same IP timestamp
in the VMs to match those in the mobile devices. This research is proposing the
same method that already being discussed in Chapter 5 could be implemented to
implement the delay to hide this difference.
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CHAPTER 7
Discussion and Conclusion
This chapter discusses the research flow, experiments towards the hypothesis and
the analysis of the results.

7.1. Discussion and Conclusion
In this research, an analysis was performed to verify the remote detection
method using network timestamps to differentiate the operating environment in
current phenomena of high dependency of computing technologies. The technologies
are based on high performance machine and also mobile devices that have limited
processing power that provides cyber security scenario. This research aims to
validate the applicability of the remote detection method as a potential vulnerability
in cyber security attack. Differentiation of operating environment, either they are
VM, real machine or mobile device become very important because of the growth of
usage of mobile device with seamless interconnectivity. This research contributes to
the new knowledge of characteristic pattern of remote detection of operating
systems using the network timestamps analysis in recent technology scenario. Base
on the characteristic pattern obtain from this research, countermeasure was
proposed to hide the differences observed and this research serves as an initiative in
improving the cyber security that focusing on remote detection of operating systems
using the network timestamps.
Previous work by Kohno [16] highlighted the potential of remote detection
method by using network timestamps. Then, work by Shimamura [17] explored on
characteristic pattern, based on differences between IP and ICMP timestamps in 1
packet. In [17], experiments were done to detect discrepancies of timestamps in two
cases, when ICMP timestamp + 1 < IP timestamp and when ICMP timestamp < IP
timestamp. The experimental results showed that discrepancies occurred only
0.12% from total 1,000,000 packets in the case when ICMP timestamp + 1 < IP
timestamp for real environment. However, for VMs, discrepancies occurred in the
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range between 0.1% until 0.5% from total 1,000,000 packets. On the other hand, in
the case when ICMP timestamp < IP timestamp, the study found out that 0% of
discrepancies occurred from total 1,000,000 packets from real environment and the
range of 0% until 2.5% of discrepancies occurrence for VMs.
This dissertation validated the remote detection method by using
characteristic pattern differences between IP and ICMP timestamps that proposed
in [17] in current technology scenario which include mobile devices. However, the
experiments result showed that the same result was not reproducible when machine
with higher performance, which is 2.40 GHz clock speed was used as hardware to
host experiments conducted in this research. In [17], machine with 1.86 GHz was
used in the experiments. Since that machines with better CPU performance is
widely being used, new approach is proposed in this dissertation to remotely detect
the operating environment.
In this dissertation, in order to determine the characteristic pattern of
network timestamps which are IP and ICMP timestamps in various environments,
proposal of determining characteristic patterns had been made and method of
analysis as following are being used:
1) Differences between 2 successive timestamps in the replied packets
2) How many times identical timestamps was stamped between the packets

This research explores remote detection method by using characteristic
pattern differences between IP and ICMP timestamps in two measurements
mentioned above and also validate remote detection method by using characteristic
pattern differences between IP and ICMP timestamps that proposed by other
researchers in current technology scenario. This dissertation provides the initial
finding for characteristic patterns for how network timestamps differences in term
of 2 successive timestamps and how many same timestamps stamped could be used.
This dissertation also could serve as the research that ongoing as machines are
improving rapidly in term of performance but little studies had been done to address
this issue.
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As the flow of this dissertation, firstly, literature review was done to gain
deep understanding regarding the existing issues and in remote detection method of
operating environment. From the literature review, it is understood that there are
substantial motivations of cyber security attacker to detect VM operating
environment in order to make sure that they are not running their malicious
activities in VM environment, which have high potential to implement as security
analysis systems. Thus reducing the possibility for their program to be trapped in
VM-based honeypot and reveals their existence to security analysis system.
Applicability of the remote detection method in simulated environment of
high performance machines compared to the previous machine types that were used
in [17] was revalidated. In this study, high performance machine is defined as high
specifications machines that could be used as a server in cloud computing
environments. The goals and objectives are to investigate the differences in IP and
ICMP timestamps characteristic patterns in different machine and VM technologies.
Experiments were implemented using full virtualization type of VM technologies. In
the case study, this method also was used as well to validate it in real environment
and VM environment. The results and data were analyzed to see IP and ICMP
characteristic pattern differences from the target operating environments.
In this research, all the experiments were conducted in a controlled
environment that was set up in a university laboratory. Focus of the experiment is
to determine the characteristics of the data that might vary from device to device,
from one VM technology to another, and with changes in the implementation
environment. Network latency issue was not addressed in this research. This
research hypothesized that VM environment could be detected by comparing the
behavior patterns of IP and ICMP timestamps in one packet and also in packets
that are continuously sent from client measurement machine to target machines.
The analysis for the characteristic pattern in mobile devices that are using 4
versions of Android were also tested and the findings serve as vital point in remote
detection of mobile devices operating environment. It shows the potential
vulnerability that could be used by attackers and therefore putting in risks the
personal details, data and information that are stored in mobile devices by personal
users and employees in organizations.
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Experiments were done to validate the scenario for full virtualization
technology using VMWare vSphere, Oracle VirtualBox and Xen Hypervisor in high
performance machine. Timestamps replies that were received at the requesting
machine were compiled to the nearest millisecond. Even in full virtualization VM
case, since there will be VM interface between the CPU and the network interface, it
is expected that there will be a small delay for measurer machine in receiving the
timestamps between the requests. Through the experiments, it was proven that
even though VM are set to imitate the real environment, the technology still unable
to stamp timestamps as per real environment. The experiments result shows that
network stamping deferral behavior still exist and clearly could be observed in
full-virtualization VM target hosts because VM sometimes interrupted timestamp
operations to complete other operations. In the experiments to obtain data for data
analysis, tn was define as the value of IP timestamp of the n times for the packet
replies from the targeted server. Then, the differences of the IP timestamp values
for the tn+1th – tn th was calculated. The differences between tn+1th and tn th
timestamps data were small for the timestamps replied from real machine but
showed negative and large numbers differences for tn+1th and tn th of the
timestamps from the virtual machine, either from both VM Player or Virtual Box. In
contrast, results from real machine environment, the differences between
timestamps stamping were small, 1-digit time difference or less and in most cases,
same timestamp was stamped for more than 2 times continuously. However, in VM,
the differences were bigger because VM operations were switched with other
operations in queue and this affected the VM clock that is managed by timer device
emulation which called as VM switch. Thus, although VM timestamp adjustment
was made to make it look like real environment, the behavior difference still could
be seen between the timestamp due to the operation processes within the VM
technology itself. Therefore, the experiments confirmed that the difference in the
timestamp replies behavior could clearly be seen between the replies sent by real
machine and VM full virtualized environment.
On the other hand, it will not be an issue in real machine since it will only
have CPU and network interface interactions. Hence, from the results that were
obtained from analyzing and comparing the timestamps reply data between full
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virtualization VM and real machine, as expected the timestamps value from VM
changed more frequently compared to the timestamp replies in real machine. Base
on the observation in full virtualization VM environment that the behavior of
timestamps stamping is different which are, lesser same timestamps were sent in
the replied packets received by the requestor.
Behavior pattern differences had clearly been seen in the experiments. By
comparing the real environment and full virtualization VM environment on the
numbers of how many times the same timestamps were replied in the received
packets, it was shown that, in real machine, more than 60% of the same timestamps
are stamped for 5 times in the continuously replied packets. In contrast, there were
no same timestamps stamped 5 times in the replied packets from VirtualBox and
VMWare ESX. The reason is, VM sometimes interrupted timestamps operations to
complete other operations and make the time taken to complete job longer than real
machine. Even though in full virtualization that simplifies migration and portability,
the remote detection by using IP timestamps packet reply still could be observed
and this could reveal the environment that one system is running on. Based on this
analysis of the results, this research had proven that VM are clearly detectable
remotely by analyzing the replies from IP timestamp request packets in cloud
computing environment. This research contributes to identifying and proved that
distinguishable differences in the timestamp replies from VM and real machines
even in a high performance cloud computing environment exist and need to be
addressed.
This research also investigated and validated the remote detection using the
same method for mobile device that runs on Android OS. In the experiments, major
full virtualization hypervisor products, Oracle VirtualBox, VMWare and Xen were
used as the Android OS emulators. Open source Android Lollipop 5.0.2 with 1GB of
virtual memory and IDE HDD with 16GB of virtual storage was set up as the
Android OS on the VMs and tests were done accordingly. As for the measurement
target in mobile device, Android was installed on Sony Xperia SO-04E and tests
were done separately on 4 different Android versions which are Android Ice Cream
Sandwich 4.0.4, Android Jelly Bean 4.2.2, Android KitKat 4.4.4, and Android
Lollipop 5.0.2.
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This research posited that using the same remote detection method, by
analyzing the characteristic pattern of IP and ICMP timestamps in one packet and
also in packets that were received continuously from Android OS running on mobile
device, the mobile device could be detected remotely. Mobile devices such as
smartphone are constrained by their limited processing power etc. This research
predicted that timestamps differences in continuously sent packets from mobile
devices could be bigger rather than the timestamps differences of VM running on
high performance machine that this research validated in previous experiments.
Experiments results proven that IP timestamps differences from mobile
device were bigger than those from VM, and this is as per prediction done at the
early stage of research. Characteristic patterns of timestamps from Android OS on
mobile device and VMs are distinguishable. Experiments were done to gather and
analyze data to determine the differences of successive ICMP timestamps and
reoccurrence rate for timestamp difference for Android. Experiments in this
research provide results that the timestamps differences between timestamp and
the successive timestamps in mobile device are 2, 3 and 4 milliseconds in 4 versions
of Android OSs. Meanwhile, for the latest version of Android OS in major hypervisor
products, this research found out that the differences are either 0 or 1 millisecond
for timestamps differences between timestamps and the successive timestamps.
This means that for Android that installed on VMs, identical timestamps was
frequently been stamped. One more thing that could be learned here was that,
during the 3 years of experiments that were done for this research, the VMs
hypervisor technology keep improving and the imitation of real environment in VMs
(VMWare, VirtualBox and Xen) are getting more better compared to 3 years ago
where timestamping pattern differences could be observed more clearly.
The result shows that the data for IP and ICMP timestamps from the mobile
device replicated the phenomenon as per study completed in [17], where different IP
and ICMP timestamps in same packet could be observed. The result shows that
3.31% of the packets from the Android KitKat 4.4.4 give difference value of 1
between the value of IP and ICMP timestamps in the same packet. Same
characteristic were detected in 2.69 % of the received packets from Android Lollipop
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5.0.2, 2.57 % from Android Ice Cream Sandwich 4.0.4 and 2.21% from Android Jelly
Bean 4.2.2.
From the results analysis, it had shown that IP and ICMP timestamps were
deviates for the timestamps replied from mobile device installed with Android OS.
This characteristic could not be observed in the packets replied from the VMs target
machine because of the high performance machine that used to host VM. Due to this
different in characteristic patterns of IP and ICMP timestamps, this research had
proved hypothesis that IP and ICMP timestamps pattern characteristic could be
used in detecting either the target machine is running Android on VM environment
or on mobile devices, therefore enabling the detection of VM environment.
These results conclude that timestamps reply are strongly related to
performance of the machine that it is operating. The higher the spec of the machine,
the faster timestamps reply will be sent back and more identical timestamps will be
stamped. Mobile device that has limited processing power will be slower in replying
timestamps and will contribute to characteristic pattern of bigger timestamps
differences between the successive timestamps sent through reply packets. The
results exposed the vulnerability of remote detection of android operating system on
mobile devices. This research showed that the limitation of machine performance
could be exploited in detecting the environment in which Android OS is running.
Thus, mobile devices that have limitation in performance need to address this issue
which could become vulnerability for the mobile devices with Android OS.
Likewise, with the seamless internet connection almost everywhere and
wireless local area networks (WLANs) or hotspots or commonly known as “Wi-Fi”
provides a convenient, cost-effective means for network connectivity in designated
areas, means that attacker could manipulate the time frame when the mobile
devices connected to particular network to remotely detect the running environment
and perform malicious activities once they detected that they are not in the VM
environment. This also avoids the risk of them being trapped in potential malware
analysis environments.
As the countermeasure for the timestamps characteristics pattern
differences of VM and real machine, countermeasure in hiding the differences by
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making modification to the real machines so that similar characteristic patterns of
timestamps as those from VM will be sent in the reply packets is proposed.
Modification implemented in the time-stamping process in a real machine to create
delays in the timestamps in the reply packets.
When the packets with the IP timestamp option arrive at the real machine,
they are delayed using the countermeasure before being forwarded to OS for
processing. The delay is implemented by adjusting the mean number of repetitions
of the same IP timestamp in high performance machine to match those in the lower
performance machine. This modification technique was tested and published in
[104]. Since that, mobile devices are the lowest in machine performance. Mobile
device characteristic behavior should be the bench mark. Thus, proposed delay
countermeasure should be implemented in VM to change the characteristic pattern
for IP and ICMP timestamps reply in VM to close the gap between VM and Android.

7.2. Challenges and Limitations
Several challenges and limitations exist and were discovered while performing
the experiments in this research. This dissertation does not address the latency
issues. This research also does not include the malware analysis using real malware
samples and malware behavior hypothesis made by referencing to literature review.
This dissertation is limited to operating environment remote detection method
using network timestamps. Experiments and analysis were not done in the
operating environment using real malware sample.

7.3. Future Works
As the future works, experiments could be run to identify and analyze malware that
attached to applications installed on a mobile device, and also popular applications
that injected with a malicious code. Then, behavior analysis of this real malware
could be done to determine how the malware behavior changed according to the
running environment. The remote detection method and relationship with malware
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behavior

could

be

implied

in

bigger

framework

during

security

policy

implementation to avoid cyber security attack by taking consideration of malware
behavior could be different because of the operating environment. The weakest
environment such as, mobile device characteristic patterns should be the
benchmark on how the timestamps characteristic pattern should be, such as mobile
device which was shown in this research. More tests in a different environment
using different machines and different implementation styles and on a grid and
cloud test bed also should be done.
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